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Abstract 

In archaeological study of burial, the gendering of a grave forms the basis for any 

meaningful analysis – where gender is typically understood through the biunivocal 

categorisation of male and female identities. The perspective of this dissertation is that this form 

of identification is a function of modern Western ontology, which not only engages 

understanding of gender within limited terms, but also imprints gender with specific meaning. 

To break out of these limitations, gender is interpreted through a framework which places 

primacy on difference – which enables engagement with the material as coded with socially 

specific meaning within a given ontological perspective. In leaving aside a bifurcation of the 

material based on certain artefactual types as set identity signifiers  – that, for instance, textile-

making tools inherently signify women and weaponry inherently signify male – not only is our 

understanding of mortuary contexts opened up to new understanding of the differential ways 

that elements engage with one another – but these new engagements may indicate diversified 

gender constellations. In this study of mortuary material from Voss and Hardanger in Westland 

county (formerly Hordaland county), I argue that in the Late Roman and Migration period, three 

differentiations in the material are salient. It is interpreted that this reflects the social coding of 

at least three genders – one associated with weaponry, one with textile tools, and one with 

shamanistic practice – and particularly bear claws. Building on the work of Wiker (2001) and 

Fredriksen (2006a), who argue that a new focus on embodiment and gender differentiation 

emerges in the 6th century, I further argue that rather than a structure of binarised identities, the 

mortuary contexts of early Iron Age Western Norway can be thought of as increasingly forming 

processes of continually reproduced differentiation within a subset of the material. In this 

process, the mortuary body is increasingly made into a subject, signified with specific identity 

within a biunivocal structure. In this same process, polyvocality – the flow of non-signified 

matter – is increasingly sanctioned (Linstead and Pullen 2006). 
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Chapter 1 – Introduction 

Identity, and identification, is within modern social theory considered a “basic cognitive 

mechanism” by which humans make themselves and others intelligible. As all known societies 

make gender intelligible through some type of social coding, various sources present the 

argument that certain types of identity are socially primary – and therefore more likely to be 

enacted in burial – gender being one of the most oft-repeated (Binford 1971; Giddens 1984:85; 

Jenkins 2004:19). Gendering mortuary contexts is, through this understanding, an analytic 

function which all subsequent interpretation is based on (Stratton 2016:855). Throughout study 

of Iron Age Scandinavia, gender is categorised, through differential association with artefacts 

in burial, which is argued to correspond to this system of the binary categories male and female. 

In the main, textile- and leathermaking tools and a high number of items of personal adornment 

found in a burial is seen to indicate female, and weaponry and low numbers of items of personal 

adornment is seen to indicate male (Lillehammer 1996; Næss 1996). However, the way that we 

engage with the concept of identity should be re-evaluated. 

In contemporary society, we face a paradigm shift in social understanding of sex and 

gender and how they are articulated socially – where categories are increasingly diversified and 

fragmented – where the fluidity of sex and gender, and the social and historical situatedness of 

their social encoding is increasingly debated (Blackless et al. 2000; Clover 1993; Hollimon 

2006; Laqueur 1992; Linstead and Pullen 2006:1291). The normative categorisation imposed 

on archaeological material, and the modern gender roles often implicated in these impositions, 

have been criticised as presentist application of modern sex and gender dynamics (Arwill-

Norbladh 1998; Hollimon 1996; Moen 2019a; 2019b; Solli 1999; Wiker 2001), and yet the 

conditions of gender interpretation remain much the same. This dissertation argues that we need 

new forms of critical thinking about gender, and its archaeological interpretation, which 

profoundly engages with gender as historically situated social coding. Thinking through 

difference is how I argue this may be achieved – a framework which integrated both critical 

thinking about how gender is conceptualised, and new interpretation surrounding gender. 

 

1.1 Research questions and how they will be answered 

The questions asked by this dissertations are resultantly these: how has the interpretive 

bifurcation of mortuary material of the 4th-6th century affected its interpretation? To what extent 

is this bifurcation reflected in the material itself? And how may the material be interpreted 

within a framework which places primacy on difference, and not on identification? 
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My proposition is to understand gender as multiplicities – continuously transforming 

and transformed wholes, which enter and exit differential relationships – through Gilles 

Deleuze and Felix Guattari’s Assemblage thinking (Deleuze and Guattari 2013; Linstead and 

Pullen 2006:1291; Marshall and Alberti 2014:23). This theoretical framework facilitates 

understanding of the relationship between the world as immanent processes – flows without 

inherent meaning – and how societies overcode this world – remove things from one existence 

and applies it within another –  supplanting or obscuring its immanent reality. The main purpose 

of Assemblage thinking is to overthrow deeply embedded systems of thought, subverting 

familiar ontologies to start a “revolution” of the mind. Within such an understanding of the 

world primacy is placed on difference, and heterogeneity, and not on the identification of a 

predetermined origin of a given result (Deleuze and Guattari 2013:xiv; Due 2007:4-5; Jervis 

2019:3; Reid 2003:58). I aim to demonstrate that apprehending gender as multiplicities is not 

only helpful as a critique of restrictive systems of interpretation, but can also be used 

productively to interpret the material in new ways. To do this, two relationships are focused on. 

First is the relationship between archaeological material, and the production of 

archaeological knowledge. Basing this dissertation on the perspective that our engagement with 

gender is socially specific, acknowledging that the profound social context of the Late Roman 

Iron Age and Migration period (differentiated from a material context), is lost, it can be asserted 

that the discourse surrounding these periods, down to the terminology used, will never be a 

neutral template for understanding. “Man”, “woman”, “transgression” – these words all refer 

to a sprawling and complex network of socially and historically embedded ideas, which mould 

our engagement with the material (Shanks and Tilley 1994:20-21; see Butler 2007; Clover 

1993; Ghisleni et al. 2016; Laqueur 1992). These categorising terms encode material with 

meaning that enables and restricts possibilities of understanding. However, archaeology is not 

simply created in text, nor is it simply created in material relations (Boivin 2004), it is 

constructed in processes engaging both – the past material and its (lost) social reality, and the 

discursive overcoding of archaeological research in the present. The application of social 

theory, and the disintegration and fragmentation of material culture over time, means that the 

past as it exists in the present is not transferred from a past reality – it has been fundamentally 

changed by its distance from its social reality. This is not a problem to overcome so much as it 

is a fundamental condition of archaeological knowledge production (Herschend 1993:176-177). 

Engagement with archaeological knowledge production will here be discussed with a basis in 

perspectives from Michel Foucault’s (2002) discourse analysis, enriched with perspectives 

from Judith Butler (2007) and Jean Baudrillard (1994). 
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Second – just as the archaeological knowledge operates on two strata, so does gender. 

On a profound level gender is a multiplicity of difference and dispersion – overcoding this is 

the level of identity construction, which may be articulated in either biunivocality – the binary 

system which dominates contemporary Western society, which places primacy on an idea of 

embodiment – or polyvocality – a system of diversified gender constellations understood 

through ethnographic and anthropological study of non-Western societies, where gender is 

enacted (Linstead and Pullen 2006). The understanding of gender as socially coded in 

historically situated ways is seen through Judith Butler’s (2007) understanding of gender as 

embodied performance – which connects the construction of gender with ontologies of 

personhood. The performance of gender as Butler describes it is a function of an ontological 

perspective of an embodied subject coded with identity – where their identity is masked as a 

“nature”– which is contrasted with polyvocality – the situationally enacted non-subject 

(Deleuze and Guattari 2013:199-210; Linstead and Pullen 2006:1295). 

Both Butler and Deleuze and Guattari connect gender and embodiment with relations of 

power – especially highlighting the hegemonic power structures enacted by stable social 

institutions, contrasted with the group-oriented, non-stable power assemblages of a chiefdom 

(Deleuze and Guattari 2013:199;416-449). This dissertation will therefore connect changes in 

material mortuary expression with the political and social changes interpreted to relate to the 

development of more stable power structures in the transition between the 5th and 6th century 

CE (Fredriksen 2006a; Näsman 1998; Wiker 2001). In order to examine the traditional terms 

under which mortuary material is understood and diversify it with an analysis that places 

primacy on difference I utilise statistical analyses. Particularly, the multivariate technique 

cluster analysis will be utilised to discuss similarities and differences in the artefactual contexts 

of burials, and how the groups formed through this analysis relate to mortuary treatment of the 

body. 

 

1.2 Background 

This dissertation utilises documentation of 66 burials from 62 context from Voss and 

Hardanger (area shown in figure 1, Fett 1954a;1954b;1954d;1954c;1955a;1956b;1956c; 

Hanisch 2001; Kristoffersen 2000; Næss 1996; Randers 1988; Shetelig 1912) to examine a 

diverse material excavated over a long timespan – mainly in the 19th-mid 20th century. While 

it may have been beneficial, especially in using multivariate statistics, to use a more internally 

cohesive material such as a burial field (for instance the Kvassheim cemetery, see Lillehammer 
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1996), this material reflects the conditions under which most material from the early Iron Age 

has been collected and, as a more varied material dispersed over a larger area, may be seen to 

provide interesting patterning in the data, some of which has not been previously emphasised. 

This dissertation concerns itself with the last century of the Late Roman Iron Age and with the 

Migration Period – the 4th-6th century CE – in Voss and Hardanger, Vestland county, Norway. 

With the collapse of the Western Roman Empire there emerges from the Roman Iron 

Age (RIA) a new archaeological era in (what is now) Norway – the Migration Period (MP). 

This period of time in Europe is marked by unrest, with, as the name implies, a surge of 

migrations across the European continent. The most notable change within this material, 

however, does not occur in the transition between the Roman Iron Age and the Migration 

Period, but in the transition between the 400s and the 500s. It has previously been argued that 

there is a detectable change in burial practices in Norway around 500 CE where, particularly, 

emphasis on the individual human body increases, and the presentation of gender becomes a 

more pronounced aspect of burial, with an increase in polarisation between male and female. 

This is also a period where Christianity gains a foothold in many parts of Continental Europe, 

accompanied by the formation of larger kingdoms in the late 5th and early 6th century. 

Concurrently, it is interpreted that individualised power gains a firmer foothold in Scandinavia, 

particularly connected with the shift from ritual activity in wetland areas into the hall  in the 

latter part of the early Iron Age – a new space within larger settlements in Southern Scandinavia 

where a new kind of leadership asserts itself in a more exclusive environment controlled by an 

elite. The change in gender expression in this period is put into context with this 

individualisation of power, and the influence of Christian ontology of a duality of body and 

soul. These developments have also been connected to the abstraction of iconographic images, 

where animals become disjointed tangles, and humanoid figures lacking bodily integrity and 

combining with animal bodies (see figure 8), disappear from bracteates (see figure 9, Enright 

1988; Herschend 1993; Mansrud 2006;133; Näsman 1998; Solberg 2003:76-77,124-126,141; 

Wiker 2001; Vedeler et al 2018). 

 

1.3 Structure of dissertation 

This dissertation will open, following the introduction (Chapter 1), with a chapter 

(Chapter 2) on the theoretical and methodological framework, as laid out above, the theoretical 

and methodological background concerning the material, and the dissertation’s use of statistical 

analysis, particularly cluster analysis. This chapter is placed at the outset of the dissertation 
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because ideas laid out here informs this dissertation’s engagement with both the research history 

and the material itself. Following this will be a chapter (Chapter 3) reviewing trends in research 

the early Iron Age of Norway, divided into 1. an overview of overarching research focuses and 

engagement with material culture as it concerns the period in question, with a particular focus 

on identity and structure, 2. Archaeological research method concerning mortuary identity, 3. 

Research on personhood in the 4th-6th century, 4. Gender archaeology. The theoretical 

framework informs how these aspects of research converge to form archaeological gender of 

the 4th-6th century. Chapter 4 will be a review of the burials from Voss and Hardanger in 

Western Norway and their characteristics. Due to the aims of this dissertation, I have attempted 

to describe the material and temporal trends within it in a comparatively neutral manner – 

meaning I do not identify or discuss any burial groups until Chapter 5 – which considers the 

groupings formed by the cluster analysis of the burials. The penultimate chapter (Chapter 6) 

is the discussion. This chapter opens by considering the categorisation of gender within 

archaeology on the 4th-6th century CE of Voss and Hardanger. Following this is a discussion on 

gender as multiplicities, with a particular emphasis on three salient groupings and their temporal 

relationships – where a change is detected from emphasis on polyvocal multiplicities into 

biunivocality. Finally (Chapter 7), the conclusion. 
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Figure 1 – The area in question, Voss and Hardanger, with surrounding areas, on the Western 

coast of Norway (https://www.bt.no/nyheter/lokalt/i/Pdgd0/oensker-fire-kommuner-i-

hordaland) 
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Chapter 2 – Theory and method 

I place this chapter first because the theory underlying this dissertation is both a critical 

engagement with existing research, and a framework for new understanding. This chapter 

consists of three parts – first the theoretical framework is laid out, then my selection of and 

engagement with the material, then my use of statistical analysis. 

 

2.1 Gender as Multiplicities 

Much energy has been exerted in recent years to bring the materiality of the 

archaeological past to the fore, in order to destabilise the anthropocentrism of archaeology – 

the way we predominantly conceive of archaeological material in their relation to human 

agency. Arguments have been made that material in itself engage in relation with human beings 

– as agents which together constitute society (Boivin 2004; Hamilakis and Jones 2017; Hodder 

2012:1-3; Ingold 2008; Latour 2005; Marshall and Alberti 2014). Use of Deleuze and Guattari’s 

(2013) Assemblage thinking is often placed within the larger nexus of this movement. However, 

Deleuze and Guattari differentiate themselves from the rest of these thinkers in that they 

highlight agential compositions, asserting that “an assemblage, in its multiplicity, necessarily 

acts on semiotic flows, material flows, and social flows simultaneously” – breaking down 

artificial barriers between reality, representation and subject – connecting multiplicities from 

each of these orders (Deleuze and Guattari 2013:24). It is not a static system of parts, nor an 

arbitrary or random assortment of elements, but a process of laying out and putting together 

(Wise 2011:91). For this reason, archaeologists often prefer Manuel Delanda’s more materially-

focused re-working of their thinking to Deleuze and Guattari themselves (Hamilakis and Jones 

2017; Jervis 2019). 

In archaeology, the social context of material culture’s engagement with the world is 

not known. Therefore, the issue in applying materially-focused thinking to archaeological 

material is that interpretation often becomes reliant on essentialist assumptions regarding the 

relationship between material itself and its role in society (see Boivin 2004). Constructing a 

framework that presents “realism without material determinism” (Marshall and Alberti 

2014:20) is from my perspective not possible within most types of archaeology – something 

that is also reflected in the frequent use of contemporary contexts and indigenous archaeological 

material in exemplifying these theories (see Hodder 2012; Marshall and Alberti 2014). Material 

plays a role in constituting archaeological pasts and do not function as empty signifiers. 

Simultaneously, within a research practice where past realities exist in our interpretive 
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descriptions of them, social theory and discursive practices are just as definitional as the 

material itself (see Fowler 2013 for a similar argument). To say that this engagement is not part 

of the reality of the archaeological past would be to rely on unsubstantiated universalisms 

regarding human society and culture, or to advocate a contradictive perspective of contingent 

“realism” which simultaneously argues that realities are continuously produced in 

archaeological research practices (see Boivin 2004; Fowler 2013; Marshall and Alberti 2014). 

One assertion deriving from this new critique of anthropocentrism that is highlighted as 

significant here is that our ways of perceiving archaeological material is a matter not of 

epistemology – study of the acquisition of knowledge – but a matter of ontology – the 

metaphysics of existence (Alberti 2016; Fowler 2013; Marshall and Alberti 2009). Deleuze is, 

in his own words, a “pure metaphysician”. He studies processes as actualisations, “structured 

by virtual multiplicities and heading toward an actual state they never quite attain” (Smith and 

Protevi 2018). It is in such processes of actualisation that both gender and archaeological 

knowledge is formed. The reason Deleuze and Guattari’s work is utilised here is specifically 

their enactment of a new form of critical thinking which theorises both the underlying world of 

immanence, or difference, and the ways in which societies construct a world of identity relations 

– representation – on top of this. 

The assemblage necessarily reaches in all directions and connects with all parts of itself 

simultaneously (Deleuze and Guattari 2013:7), and while I find this a highly productive way of 

thinking about archaeology as a totality, I will for the purposes of the research questions at hand 

focus on the enactment of two processes, overlaying immanent reality with meaning. 

The first exists in the relationship between the world of archaeological material and the 

discursive reality which overcodes it, where Michel Foucault’s (2002) analysis of discourse 

will be enacted to discuss the mechanisms by which archaeological discourse encodes the 

material with identity, augmented by Judith Butler’s (2007) perspective on discourse around 

gender, and Jean Baudrillard’s (1994) understanding of hyperreality. 

The second exists in the fluid and dispersed reality of gender and the identity structures 

which overcode it. Discussion on this relationship integrates Judith Butler’s (2007) 

performativity theory, Deleuze and Guattari’s discussion of social identity formation (Deleuze 

and Guattari 2013: 195-223) and formation of social institutions (Deleuze and Guattari 

2013:410-492), Linstead and Pullen’s (2006) augmentation of DeleuzoGuattarian concepts 

within contemporary discussion on gender will also show the differences in gender coding 

within different ontologies. 
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Fundamental to Assemblage theory is the assertion that assemblages are conceived of 

as rhizomes – root systems with no end and no beginning – contrasted with the arborescent tree, 

where branches shoot out from a stem (Deleuze and Guattari 2013:1-44; Due 2007:132). 

Deleuze and Guattari utilise these horticultural metaphors to contrast the articulation of a given 

expression, such as a sex/gender system, as the result of latent structure derived from a 

predetermined origin – what we may term identification – an arborescent or tree system, with 

expression of meaning rather derived from difference, the multiplicity of the rhizome. The 

rhizome is a map, tangled threads with no set direction, making up a totality of continuous 

processes. The contrasting tracing, the arborescent system – is a clearly ordered, delineated and 

directional system (Deleuze and Guattari 2013:2-6). Deleuze and Guattari’s perspective is that 

understanding from an arborescent identity system will always be a negative operation, because 

diversity and unexpected patterning will always be understood outwards from primary 

categories, frame through lack (Linstead and Pullen 2006:1290). The process of inferring 

meaning from a causal origin, understanding the world through a system of logical models 

which relate objects to identities, which Deleuze thinks of as representation, is contrasted with 

the concept of immanence, which is a way of thinking of the world as a world of unique intrinsic 

processes (Due 2007:6). 

In order to set up how Assemblage thinking functions and how it will be utilised in the 

following, some basic mechanisms of their thinking are briefly elaborated on. Within 

assemblages, the machine is a key term. Machines are the productive forces of the assemblage, 

of which the Face is an example (elaborated on below), and are an articulation of the profound 

and abstract relationships engaging in territorialisation and de-territorialisation (Deleuze and 

Guattari 2013:9). De-territorialising describes the displacement of a practice from a territory, 

exemplified by the way the organism is deterritorialised by the social institution, by making it 

part of a hegemonic power structure, where the institutional power re-territorialises the 

organism as signified subject (Deleuze and Guattari 2013:8-10). This is the way the process of 

overcoding functions – a process where something is removed from one existence and re-

applied within another, masking immanent reality. Overcoding is the term that will be used in 

the following, but it is important to understand how this process operates. Re-territorialisation 

generates new meaning which overlays the territory it occupies, transforming it. Differentiated 

from territorialisation is becoming, which defines the constant process of change within the 

assemblage, a change not as reversible change of state, but change as a constant, irreversible 

and continuous process (Linstead and Pullen 2006:1289), generating new processes – new lines 

of flight. The term line of flight describes lines in the rhizome which transforms it in such a way 
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as to reach outside itself, departing from its context into new possibilities of connection 

(Seigworth 2011:188). Becoming is also emphasised within societies that are group-oriented, 

where the dispersion of power resists the imposition of stable institutions (Deleuze and Guattari 

2013:416; discussed in 2.1.2). Territorialisation and becoming may be utilised to explain 

contrasting engagement with personhood or gender (see 3.3), but territorialisation may also be 

functions that exist within the becoming totality of the assemblage. Becoming is also process 

that, within this context, describes the continuous transformation of gender as social 

identification through time. Becoming is also present in the constant change in archaeological 

conception of gender in line with changes in social identification and its associated research – 

but which are also restricted and enabled within our research practices by specific arborescent 

overcodings (see the next section, 3.2,3.3). This focus on processes displaces the subject as 

primary, a perspective prominent within research on gender, and identity in general, within 

archaeology (see Meskell 1999; Skogstrand 2006; 2016), ordering a person’s interaction with 

the world as a set of processes ever-changing and ever-shifting together with other ever-

changing and ever-shifting processes (Due 2007:10). 

2.1.1 The past and the present 

This dissertation understands the production of archaeological knowledge as the 

production of meaningful statements about the (lost) social reality of the past. This is manifested 

in discourse, surrounding material culture of the past as it exists in the present. This is 

significant to this dissertation, beyond a reflection on the act of interpretation within 

archaeology, because gender is here understood as a construction encompassing performance, 

presentation and embodiment, and as such is a socially transmitted, socially specific, set of 

relationships. In understanding this, understanding the relationship between the material itself 

and how we apply meaning to it is crucial (cf Marshall and Alberti 2014). 

Although there are many points to disagree with in Chris Fowler’s (2013) use of 

materialist theory to construct a “relational realist” engagement with the past, his integration of 

the archaeologists, their actions and theories, as themselves part of the relational totality of 

archaeological knowledge is highly significant – which is here re-defined slightly with a basis 

in Deleuze and Guattari’s articulation of the relationship between the material world and the 

world of discourse as two types of superimposed assemblages – machinic assemblages, which 

exist in the physical plane (occupies a territory), and collective assemblages of enunciation 

(which exist in discourse). Deleuze and Guattari argue that assemblages of enunciation function 

inside of machinic assemblages – as all discursive spheres, all articulation, imply “particular 

modes of assemblages and types of social power” (Deleuze and Guattari 2013:6). Within 
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archaeology, this relationship is inversed. All machinic assemblages of the past are, must be, 

articulated and interpreted through assemblages of enunciation. Enunciative assemblages 

function with material culture, overcoding it to form the archaeological reality – the contingent 

machinic assemblages existing inside the enunciative assemblages (Wise 2011:92-94).  

The relationship between text and material, archaeology and reality, past and present 

was perhaps most extensively explored within archaeology in the 1980s and 1990s, a notable 

text being Shanks and Tilley’s Re-constructing Archaeology (1994[1987]). This book explores 

a number of aspects of the relationship between the past and the present, influenced by post-

structuralist philosophy. The overarching concept this book is founded on is that archaeology 

generates “multiple and competing pasts” (Shanks and Tilley 1994:11). This idea is intriguing, 

and there are points of agreement with their work in this dissertation. However, they fail to 

meaningfully integrate past material in this assertion. They present a past either disjointed from 

material existence, or understood through patterns not significantly different from other 

thinkers within post-processualism (Shanks and Tilley 1994:137-171). 

The material of the past has an existence that is, if not independent from our 

understanding, a process unfolding together with our portrayal of it. The material found is real, 

and resists the application of just any interpretation. At the same time, the material presented in 

this dissertation is contingent on its survival over c. 1500 years, the excavation and conservation 

practices of the time it was retrieved, and the discursive formulations the material is overcoded 

with. The relationship between archaeological material and social reality of the past is helpfully 

understood through Jean Baudrillard’s (1994) concept of the hyperreal – a world constituted by 

both profound and constructed reality, to the point of the observer being unable to separate one 

from the other. As Baudrillard puts it, it is “the map that precedes the territory – precession of 

simulacra – that engenders the territory”. A simulacrum is an imitation that does not share the 

characteristics of that which is being imitated – some examples being a book, a map, an image. 

By “the precession of simulacra” Baudrillard means that the simulacrum (the constructed reality 

of the thing) precedes the thing’s material (profound) reality – enveloping it and obscuring 

objective reality. Speaking about the overcoding of profound reality by simulacra, he further 

states “it is the territory”, the profound reality, as opposed to what he terms the map, the 

simulacrum, “whose shreds slowly rot across the extent of the map” (Baudrillard 1994:1). 

Within archaeology, one may even take this statement literally, that the map is overlaying a 

decaying, partial and disappearing territory. The past is not completely produced in the present 

– but the map overlays the territory – the discursive present de-territorialising the archaeological 

past as material, re-territorialising it by attaching a defined identity. All of this is to say – to 
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study the past, and particularly past identity, is also to study the way it is understood, the way 

this understanding is formulated in discourse, and how these discursive formulations are 

actualised in archaeological interaction with material culture (cf Shanks and Tilley 1994:20-

22). 

In The Archaeology of Knowledge (2002[1969]) Foucault expresses how everything in 

our society is caught up in discourse – to see, write about, talk about, even observe something 

is to have knowledge of it – and therefore nothing exists that is outside of it (Foucault 2002:52-

53).  This discourse is then put into practice, actualising the concepts established within it. He 

further asserts that discourse regulates both possibilities and limits – meaning, it enables certain 

ways of understanding and dictates certain understandings that are not possible. Furthermore, 

the mechanisms which regulate these possibilities and limits relate to power (Foucault 2002). 

Possibilities and limits are created in the relationship between where the discourse was 

formed – in this case early archaeological research – who speaks, what rights they are given to 

speak on the topic, and what situates them in this position – in this case the producers of 

archaeological research aligned hierarchically from student to academic – and the systems 

according to which discourse is formed – in this case the ways the body and mind are classified 

to form sex and gender. Foucault distinguishes between “real” primary relations, those between 

entities such as institutions and social forms, which regulates our understanding of the world, 

and “reflexive” secondary relations, those articulated in discourse, statements formed in 

concordance with the primary relations (Foucault 2002:35-132). 

Archaeological knowledge is, following this, produced by the authoritative structures of 

academic discourse, but is also conditioned by our ontology. The evocation of all of these 

aspects of Foucault’s discourse analysis are to say that diverse powers of authority form the 

ability to generate knowledge about a given topic – in this case gender – and through their 

continuous perpetuation, this knowledge becomes an authority in itself (Foucault 2002:45-51; 

Tilley 1990:297-298). This authority is maintained even when the material itself may resist or 

contradict it (elaborated on below, especially in 6.1). 

Judith Butler comments specifically on the way discourse enables and restricts 

possibilities of gender expression in a given society, stating “the boundaries of analysis suggest 

the limits of a discursively conditioned experience. These limits are always set within the terms 

of a hegemonic cultural discourse predicated on binary structures that appear as the language 

of universal rationality” (Butler 2007:12). These limitations are articulated within archaeology 

today even in seemingly theoretically conscious texts. Criticism of the “unconscious bias of 

presentism in assuming universality of gender constructions” (Moen 2019b:206) going hand in 
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hand with an analysis which regards gender and gender role as interchangeable terms is 

symptomatic of the ways understanding is ontologically conditioned, which perpetuates 

engagement with it within restrictive terms. This type of example is especially important to 

highlight because it, often unintentionally, upholds the restrictions of the Western ontological 

perspective on gender in the guise of challenging it (Linstead and Pullen 2006:1294, see also 

3.5). Archaeological research works to continuously produce new statements about the past, 

but these statements must always align itself within existing knowledge structures (Tilley 

1990:303) – knowledge structures predicated on the hegemony of arborescent binarisation. It 

is specifically because of this that the discursive overcoding of archaeological material must be 

illuminated in order to meaningfully engage with gender within mortuary material. 

2.1.2 Profound and constructed gender 

That gender, while fluid, is in any given society mediated in specific ways is central to 

the thinking of both Foucault and Butler. If gender can be thought of on a profound level as 

dispersed multiplicities that are then socially ordered and mediated through an ontological 

perspective – as is increasingly argued from researchers within archaeology, anthropology, 

biology and queer theory, with extensive evidence from anthropology and archaeology of 

gender expression outside binary identities, particularly within societies that practice a form of 

shamanism (Hollimon 2006; Linstead and Pullen 2006:1291; Moen 2019a; Mansrud 2006:151; 

Solli 2008:198-199) – three things would follow. 

1. Gender exists in the dynamic between its profound existence as 

something fluid, and its constriction as something fixed – what there is, and what a given 

society may understand (Jenkins 2004; Linstead and Pullen 2006). The specific form 

social mediation of gender takes is socially constructed, and therefore socially specific. 

2. In the case of archaeology – this is split in two – the social construction 

of gender in the past, and the discursive formation of past gender in the present. 

3. It would also then follow that, since ”power radiates through the social 

fabric” (Foucault 2002:147), a change in such social mediations would occur in a 

context where changes in ritual and political practice produces a new type of subject 

(Foucault 2002:316; Näsman 1998; Tilley 1990:311; Wiker 2001), such as an 

individualisation of power. 

The next step is, based on these points, to attempt to formulate ways of discussing the 

specific means of social overcoding of gender, what conditions these overcodings, and how the 

social formulation of gender acts in relation to the formation of stable institutions of power  
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The social overcoding of gender may be helpfully understood through the performativity 

theory of Judith Butler’s Gender Trouble (2007[1990]). Butler was inspired by French post-

structuralism (particularly Michel Foucault) in her conceptualisation of gender as formed and 

negotiated, socially constructed through complex performances. Performativity is conceived by 

Butler as a set of practices received by an authoritative structure, naturalised through repeated 

bodily enactment in temporally protracted processes. She argues that the socially coding of 

gender is through performance internalised, falsely understood as an essence of our being – in 

the embodiment of sex (Butler 2007:xv-xvi). Butler produces a sophisticated discussion on the 

relationship between sex and gender, and on the social construction of sex through the 

production of gender (Butler 2007:8-10). She posits that the distinction set up of gender as 

constructed, cultural, and sex as embodied, biological, would suggest a “radical discontinuity” 

between sex and gender. She questions the manner by which sex or gender would then be 

socially “given”, under what conditions, discourses and histories this would take place – and if 

these conditions generate mutable compositions of sex, the “natural” sex is produced by the 

discursive means of “cultural” gender, as the surface on which gender acts. Butler ultimately 

argues that casting sex as prediscursive is a function of how gender has been constructed 

socially as an embodied essence of the individualised person (Butler 2007:9-10). When there is 

no “nature” of sex to gender’s “culture” (Alberti 2001:3) it would follow that the means by 

which gender is encoded and understood is specific to a place and time – and dependent on 

ontological perspective on both gender and personhood. The enactment of power within 

Butler’s framework lies in the tyranny of categories, and the hegemonic structures enforced 

through them (Butler 2007:12). 

Opposition to Butler’s perspective from archaeologists can be exemplified by Lisbeth 

Skogstrand’s (2006; 2016) criticism of Butler for treating sex, meaning the binary sex as a 

biological and bodily essence, as “fiction”, stating that “sex has physical characteristics which 

can be sensed and experienced, and thus sex is not simply a representation or construct of 

discourse” (Skogstrand 2016:11). A few objections are raised here. Skogstrand’s argument is 

rooted in her view that the “biological differences” of sexes generates an embodied experience 

that bifurcates the population into male and female, which she sets against the theoretical 

backdrop of phenomenology. Phenomenology and post-structuralism (which Butler is 

influenced by) have diametrically opposed understandings of subjecthood. While Butler argues 

that sex and gender construction involves a large number of interrelated processes, only one of 

which is the subject’s experience of embodiment, phenomenology places primacy on this 

experience. Besides bodily experience being understood within Heideggerian (and Merleau-
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Ponty’s) phenomenology as historically specific, and not universalised, the use of 

“phenomenological” embodiment within archaeology has previously been criticised for seeing 

the situated experience of modern Western subjects as universal (Fleming 2006:269). 

Skogstrand (2006:113) further claims that Butler does not clarify how “biological difference” 

relates to gender construction, which she does (see especially Butler 2007:144-150). I side 

against this biological determinism, in line with Butler’s perspective, as do other archaeologists 

(for example Alberti 2005; Strassburg 2000). Furthermore, the construction of binary sex as a 

biologically empirical groupings is not merely “theoried out” by Butler, it is backed up by 

research within biology – that human beings’ biological differences do not clearly delineate us 

into two sexes – not to mention that an estimate of at least 1.7 % of the population do not fit 

within the parameters we as a society have set for “biological” male and female, and are what 

we currently designate as “intersex” (Blackless et al 2000), which has rarely been 

acknowledged within archaeology (but see Katz 2019; Stratton 2016). Additionally, not all 

cultures have the same understanding of sexes, as Laqueur (1990) has demonstrated in his study 

of the historical isomorphic understanding of sex in Europe – nor is gender necessarily 

bifurcated along male and female, as demonstrated by numerous contemporary and historical 

examples of diverse gender constellations across the globe (for instance Hollimon 2006; Kalra 

and Shah 2013; Levy 2006; Pilling 1997; Schmidt 2003; Zanghellini 2013). 

Having established that the embodied expression of gender is contingent on ontological 

perspectives on gender and personhood, I move onto Linstead and Pullen’s (2006) exploration 

of gender within a DeleuzoGuattarian framework. They describe multiplicities of difference 

and dispersal as the ways in which gender may behave on a deeper level – something fluid and 

changing. This has historically been socially translated into what I will here term either  

biunivocal or polyvocal expression. The biunivocal, a typical perspective of the second-wave 

feminist movement and of most of gender archaeology (see 3.5), is predicated on a binarised 

understanding of embodied gender, where multiplicities (entangled with differences in role, 

race, age, social position, etc.) exist within the given categories of male and female. The 

polyvocal are systems of diversified signifying economies of gender, which place primacy on 

enactment rather than embodiment, exemplified in anthropology and ethnography – as for 

instance the Native American two-spirit (Hollimon 2006; Levy 2006:224; Pilling 1997), the 

Native Hawai’ian and Tahitian māhū (Zanghellini 2013), the Samoan fa’afafine (Schmidt 

2003), and the kinnars of the Indian subcontinent (Kalra and Shah 2013). Discussion of concrete 

examples of these polyvocal expressions are often difficult, because descriptions are biased by 

Western society’s ontological perspective, as well as by limited insight and access to a given 
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society afforded as outside observers (Levy 2006:229, cf Levy’s (2006:224) description of the 

NA two-spirit as “biological males in female gender roles”). Nevertheless, studies of non-

Western gender configuration stand as examples of societal encoding of gender differentiated 

from modern Western society, which open up possibilities for understanding outside our own 

society’s ontology. 

The differentiation of these two types necessitates a way of differentiating them 

materially. I therefore connect Linstead and Pullen’s (2006) differentiation to Deleuze and 

Guattari’s (2013:198-199) faciality machine, which, in conjunction with assemblages of power, 

juxtaposes biunivocal subjectivation and signification with polyvocal becoming. Subjectivation 

and signification is generated by what Deleuze and Guattari term the Face. The Face is the 

displacement of perception, a deterritorialisation and re-territorialisation, from the stratum of 

organism to the stratum of subjectivation and signification. Their use of these terms is quite 

broad, but in this case it describes the specific function of assigning defined identity to an 

embodied subject. Social intelligibility of embodied gender relies on the presentation of 

readable subjectivities through the body (Berggren 2000:44-45; Deleuze and Guattari 

2013:210-211). The Face is, then, predicated on our structural understanding of opposites, and 

therefore extends in successive types outward from biunivocal sets – in this case male and 

female (Deleuze and Guattari 2013:210). The abstract machine of faciality’s connection to 

assemblages of power lies in the ways by which it’s sanctioned by the hegemony of a 

hierarchical society – in the set of underlying relations between institutional power and their 

actualisation in social and bodily performance (Butler 2007; Foucault 2002:50). 

The individualised, subjectivized and signified person is contrasted by Deleuze and 

Guattari within a polyvocal personhood anchored in becoming (Deleuze and Guattari 

2013:199). Deleuze and Guattari (ibid.) connect this specifically with societies that practice 

shamanism – rather than subjectivation and signification there is polyvocality, which they 

specifically understand as the multiple and shifting person. The polyvocal person has no Face, 

“and needs none” (ibid.). Because gender is detached, within this, from an understanding of a 

bodily “nature of being”, the ability opens up for gender rather becoming enacted situationally 

(Hollimon 2006; Pilling 1997). 

It is clear from the above, Butler’s engagement with gender as performative, the 

DeleuzoGuattarian concept of faciality, as well as the distinction between biunivocality and 

polyvocality, that gender is inextricably linked with ontological understanding of personhood. 

Biunivocal gender is defined by striation – a furrowing, into a set of intrinsic identities 

– and polyvocal gender is defined by smoothness – a field of continuous interaction, 
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nonsubjectivised machines with situational properties based on behaviour and presentation 

(Deleuze and Guattari 2013:411). These two terms describe how the two ways of understanding 

gender presented operate. The difference between the striated and the smooth can be related to 

personhood as a difference between embodiment and enactment in how the person is 

conceptualised. 

Striation and smoothness may, further, co-

exist within a given societal context. Depending on 

rigidity of social categorisation, the smooth space 

may exist between striated spaces. However, within a 

context of intensified striation – such as our own 

society – the smoothness, assigned a role of 

communication as an in-between, becomes by its 

contrast to the striation which controls it cast in an 

antagonistic role – as an “in-between-ness”. In the 

words of Julia Kristeva, something in-between in a 

striated society becomes abject – an absence of object 

– threatening as “the place where meaning collapses” 

(Kristeva 1982:2). The argument is made, as stated in the introduction, that the Migration period 

is in a process of consolidating power, moving it away from open, “democratised” spaces, into 

enclosed, “exclusive” spaces – which also nurtured room for individualisation among a 

powerful elite. This can then be thought of as a period on a trajectory towards building centres 

of individual, stable power (a “power” is in this specific context used as a generalised 

alternative to “institution” or “State”). Stable powers then “striate the space over which it 

reigns” and “utilise smooth spaces as a means of communication in the service of striated 

spaces” (Deleuze and Guattari 2013:449). This striation by stable power crucially appropriates 

war in this endeavour, presenting violence falsely as an extension of power, to dominate the 

smooth non-subjectivised and cast its categorisation as “nature” (Reid 2003:58; see also Arendt 

1970). Within a context of more dispersed operation of power, such as a chieftainship, the leader 

has no power other than distribution of prestige, no assertion of desire other than the group’s 

desire – a group that has the power of destabilising and disavowing the leader based on their 

behaviour (Deleuze and Guattari 2013:416). It is the operation of stable power that necessitates 

stable roles – and stable identity. 

The relationships between each of the aspects of gender are listed in table 1. The three 

articulations of gender above – fluidity, (overcoded by) biunivocality, and polyvocality – allow 

Social overcoding 

Polyvocal Biunivocal 

Operation of personhood 

Smooth Striated 

Bodily ontology 

Enactment Embodiment 

Power structure 

Dispersed Individual 

Table 1 - The operational terms of 

polyvocal and biunivocal gender coding, 

where all levels function together, in 

relation to one another. 
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us to make a distinction between how gender on a profound level functions, and how gender is 

differentially articulated within a given social context and understanding of personhood. 

Underlying all of this are relations of power – power as the productive force that perpetuates 

specified identity classification, that fuels the relation between the world of difference and the 

world of identification (Berggren 2000:44).  

 

2.2 Background and selection of the material 

Gender, as it is established in this dissertation, can be understood in burial contexts 

within a relationship between identification, personhood, and power. In order to understand 

this, it is necessary to understand the relationship between the manner of burial, the treatment 

of the skeleton, and the artefactual contents of the grave. 

The 66 burial contexts are distributed throughout eight municipalities which make up 

the areas Voss and Hardanger, in what became Vestland county in 2020 (see figure 1, Hanisch 

2001; Fett 1954a; 1954b; 1954c; 1954d; 1955a; 1956c; Næss 1996; Randers 1988; Shetelig 

1912). This area covers the district Voss, consisting of Voss municipality and the district 

Hardanger, consisting of Kvam, Jondal, Granvin, Ulvik, Eidfjord, Ullensvang and Odda 

municipalities, surrounding the Hardanger fjord. Ulvik municipality turned up no viable finds. 

A diversity of cremation, of different types, and inhumation burials are present, with a variety 

of associated material artefacts, within the period C3-D2b – the 4rd to 6th century CE. An 

overview of the burials discussed in this dissertation is found in Appendix I. The catalogue this 

dissertation is using are primarily based around two works. The first is Jenny-Rita Næss´ 

doctoral dissertation Undersøkelser i jernalderens gravskikk på Voss from 1968, published as 

part of the AmS-Rapport series in 1996, which details the burials of Voss. Additional to this is 

the excavation report on Sakrishaugen in Voss, a burial excavated by Kjersti Randers in 1988 

(Dahl 2016; Kristoffersen and Østigård 2006; Næss 1996; Randers 1988). The burials of 

Hardanger are found in the catalogue of Morten Hanisch´s unpublished MA dissertation 

Gravritualene – fortellinger om ære? submitted in 2001 (Hanisch 2001). While these two texts 

were written 33 years apart, they present a similar manner of cataloguing burials – broken down 

to external and internal architecture; list of finds including skeletal material, if available; bodily 

treatment; excavator and date of excavation; dating of context; all with as much detail as is 

available. This text uses the dating established by Næss (1996), Randers (1988), and Hanisch 

(2001). 
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In choosing material for the purpose of this study it was desirable to use a material that 

is varied, but that retains a level of cohesion. The argument is made that the state of this material 

reflects the state of documented material in the majority of Norway, and therefore representative 

of how the majority of material from this time is collected and interpreted. While it may have 

produced an even more coherent result to use a cemetery, for instance, only a few areas of the 

country have cemeteries, such as Kvassheim in Rogaland (Lillehammer 1996), and focusing on 

this material would be giving much weight to a sample that in many respects stands apart from 

the material from the remainder of Norway. The mortuary data included in this study, despite 

differences in local and regional mortuary practices and excavation practice, has persistently 

been argued to be guided by a formal bifurcation between two genders, male and female (see, 

for example, Hanisch 2001; Kristoffersen 2000; Kristoffersen and Østigård 2006; Næss 1996; 

Teigen 2014). For the purposes of this study, the perspective is presented that a varied material, 

being a material that has been curated by a variety of people, which still retained some internal 

cohesion, had greater potential to be conceptually rich as a case study, and is also reflective of 

the conditions under which the vast majority of burials are understood. 

Save for three (B13141; B12368; B14491-92) all contexts were excavated in the 19th-

mid-20th century. Resultantly, there are two, related, methodological issues with this material. 

1. They have been excavated by a variety of people, many of whom had no 

professional training or experience. The persons excavating these burials range 

from professional archaeologists, the most prominent of which in connection 

with this material is Haakon Shetelig, to farm owners, to simply being unknown 

or uncertain. Resultantly, the quality of excavation and documentation is highly 

varied and often poor (Næss 1996:19). 

2. The distance temporally from the majority of excavations means technique, 

understanding of burial, and documentation practices typical of that era. The lack 

of detail and care in excavation, systematic documentation, sampling, and post-

excavation study means that the information gleaned from these excavations is 

to a degree limited. 

Based on these issues, the minimum parameters have been placed around the material 

that they must be securely categorised as burial contexts, and must contain some level of 

information on external and internal architecture, bodily treatment and associated artefacts. 

Material of which few specific related data are known, as well as stray finds, are not considered, 

due to the high degree of uncertainty in terms of context.  
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2.2.1 Chronology 

The dating of the Norwegian early Iron Age is the subject of much discussion and some 

contention due to the dating being based around artefactual typology. The variation in 

chronology ranges in this manner – C3 (310/320-400 CE), D1 (400-450/475), D2a (450/475-

500/525) and D2b (500/524-550/575) (Kristoffersen 1999; Kristoffersen and Magnus 2010, 

and Lund Hansen 1987, in Solberg 2003:72,128). There is some, as seen, uncertainty 

throughout the research history around the exact parameters of the phases – particularly in 

whether D2b ends at the middle of or within the second half of the 6th century (Myhre 2005:291; 

Slomann 1986a; Solberg 2003:128). The issues involved in chronology, which is based mainly 

in typology, as well as the act of setting exact parameters for phases have previously been 

remarked by others – with issues ranging from the impact of human agency on manipulation of 

chronologies and the regional differences in typologies and use (see Arnold 2012). 

What is significant in this dissertation is to describe processes – and these processes are 

sufficiently located in time by the dating laid out by Hanisch (2001), Næss (1996) and Randers 

(1988). Although Næss (1996) and Randers (1988) mainly use a number-based dating system, 

I have chosen, similarly to Hanisch (2001), to use the phase-based dating system of C3-D2b in 

categorising the burials temporally, while ordering trends in the material along centuries. 

Although I initially intended to only include the Migration period, the 5th-6th century, 

I have chosen to also include the last century of the late Roman Iron Age. This is because of 

two things. The early Iron Age is primarily dated through typology, and as one of the most 

significant artefact types, the bucket-shaped pot (BSP), spans the 4th-6th century, there is some 

overlap in dating within the transition between the 4th-5th century, so it was desirable to include 

these burials. Additionally, Næss has argued that Voss was widely populated in the late 4th 

century based on mortuary data (Næss 1996:110) – and it therefore appeared beneficial to 

include the 4th century as the beginning of Iron Age mortuary practices in this area. 

2.2.2 Excavation 

To better contextualise the material at hand, I will make some remarks on the excavation 

history regarding the early Iron Age in Norway. This history showcases both the situational and 

protracted engagement with mortuary context and material over time, but also how these 

engagements have been overcoded by archaeologists’ understanding of the past and its 

processes, and the enduring effect that has had on our interpretation of it. 

Currently, the policy within the cultural heritage sector is to not excavate Iron Age 

burials unless it is absolutely unavoidable due to a development project, or any similar situation, 

where the site will be destroyed (Dahl 2016:77). Resultantly, the vast majority of excavations 
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of Iron Age burials were conducted in the 19th and early 20th century. While the current policy 

preserves what remains of the early Iron Age for posterity, recent excavation projects have 

shone a light on the extent to which the practices and ideas of 19th and early 20th century 

excavation, when excavation was not tightly regulated and conducted in large numbers 

(Bergstøl 1996:68; Gansum 2004; Hagen 1997), has affected contemporary understanding of 

early Iron Age society and burial practices. Crucially, for most of the history of the discipline, 

mound excavation has been dominated by the understanding of burials as predominantly the 

result of a single event, with the expectation that the mound has been erected over a central, 

primary burial, with the potential presence of subsequent secondary burials (see Kristoffersen 

and Østigård 2006; Næss 1996; Shetelig 1912). 

However, possibility has more recently been presented that burial mounds could 

function as a continuously or repeatedly acted upon burial “field” or ritual focal point. This 

perspective was argued in Terje Gansum´s (2004) PhD thesis, and is richly illustrated by a 

recent article by Barbro Dahl (2016) which details the 2008 excavation of a burial mound and 

its surrounding area in Hålandsmarka, Time municipality, southwestern Norway. This project, 

with the detailed and careful excavation and scientific techniques of modern-day archaeology 

paints a completely different picture of burial practice in the early Iron Age than what has 

dominated research for a majority of its history. This article demonstrates that this burial 

complex at Hålandsmarka was in use over a period of 2000 years. Dahl (2106) charts how early 

phases of use, in the Bronze Age (BA) and pre-Roman Iron Age (PRIA), provided no dateable 

objects, but consisted of structures only chronologically placeable through radiocarbon dating. 

While going into this in depth is outside the scope of this dissertation, I will cite some 

examples of the most commonly found indications of multiple phases of use – the presence of 

patches of charcoal and burnt bone in various places in mound graves (examples from this 

material are Hanisch 2001:F9, F14 ,F17 ,F21 ,F27, F40; Næss 1996:131, 134-135, 149-151, 

154, 156, illustrated in Næss 1996:pl.32) – instances of “empty” cists (Hanisch 2001:F78; Næss 

1996:142) – and multiple cists in one mound (Næss 1996:132-133). Additionally, certain 

reports of “disturbed” burials (Næss 1996:132-134, see also chapter 5) may indicate protracted 

interaction within burial contexts (Hedeager 2010:111). The best example, however, is 

Sakrishaugen, excavated in 1988 to make room for a railway expansion – which Dahl (2016:88) 

also cites as an example similar to the Hålandsmarka burial. The mound was already disturbed 

prior to this – a cist was discovered during roadwork in 1868. It was determined by its finders 

to contain no artefacts, a perspective reinforced by Anders Lorange, who examined it in 1870. 

It was assumed that the cist was previously plundered (Randers 1988:5-7). Nevertheless, when 
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the bottom of the cist (burial I) was excavated in 1988, a decorated soapstone spindle whorl, 

five small pieces of uncremated bone, as well as 12 small sherds of a bucket-shaped pot and a 

small bronze button belonging to a wrist clasp was found (Randers 1988:12). A cremation patch 

burial (burial II) was found underneath the mound´s cairn core, which, like the cist burial, was 

from the end of the Migration period. It also came to light that Sakrishaugen was built over a 

smaller mound, which contained a Roman period cremation patch burial (burial III), as well as 

a possible third cremation patch burial. The latter was found at the edge of the smaller mound, 

but due to disturbance could not be confirmed definitively to be a burial. Underneath both 

mounds half a stone circle was discovered. Partially on and partially cut into the ancient surface 

10 fire pits/cooking pits were found. Radiocarbon samples were taken from two of these pits, 

which gave the calibrated dates CE 130-330 and BCE 1880-1630 – the Roman period and the 

transition between the Neolithic and Bronze Age (Randers 1988:8-15).  

These findings mean three things. Firstly, it demonstrates an actualisation of discursive 

understanding concerning early Iron Age burials in practice – how engagement with burial 

contexts have been conditioned by expectations received from previous researchers’ theorising 

(Dahl 2016:77; see Gansum 2004 for a similar argument). Secondly, a possible relationship 

between monument and individual identity is weakened by these findings. Thirdly, the 

continuously enacted field of ritual activity engages a perspective that personhood as presented 

in burial may be best understood relationally (see Mansrud 2004; 2006; 2008, elaborated on in 

3.4, chapter 6). 

 

2.3 Statistical analysis 

In light of the above assertions, it becomes necessary to find a way of analysing the 

material which evaluates the relationship between the material culture of burial contexts and its 

interpretation, as well as facilitates new lines of flight. To do this, I have chosen to use statistical 

analysis. This aids in discussing to what extent the idea that the mortuary material is dictated 

by biunivocal structures is supported statistically, and how holistically this describes the 

patterns of material artefact combinations in mortuary data – and what can be gauged from the 

groupings that do form (Stratton 2016). 

Using simple histograms I firstly present the trends within the mortuary material of Voss 

and Hardanger through time (see figures 2-6, Baxter 1994:27). Secondly, using the multivariate 

technique of cluster analysis, I will discuss gender groupings formed from previous 

interpretation on early Iron Age burial contexts, compared to statistical groupings formed by 
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cluster analysis. Cluster analysis, as described below, is an exploratory multivariate statistical 

technique, meaning that analyses are conducted without pre-established parameters, but rather 

to explore the contours of the data. 

While not neutral measures of fact, statistics create reproducible results which can be 

argued to derive from latent structures within the data. At the same time, the choice of different 

techniques, and different ways of structuring the data, produce different interpretable results 

(Shennan 1997:218-219). In previous research, cluster analysis and correspondence analysis 

are the statistical techniques most widely used in interpreting material grouping in burial 

contexts (Baxter 1994:140; Ravn 1999; Shennan 1997; Stratton 2016). 

Here, average linkage cluster analysis based on the presence or absence of given artefact 

categories in each burial has been chosen to examine 31 variables – artefactual categories 

described in the following chapter – within the 66 burial contexts from this material. The basic 

principle of cluster analysis is that within a set of values, certain data will group together, 

separating them from other data based on similarity and difference (Shennan 1997:220). This 

technique’s function of statistically evaluating relationships between data types is ideal for 

evaluating covariance between material categories in burials, and is a popular choice in this 

exact endeavour (Baxter 1994:149-151). 

Cluster analysis is a term describing a number of varying techniques, and the choice of 

technique will naturally affect the resulting statistical output. The simplest forms of cluster 

analysis, single linkage cluster analysis (Shennan 1997:236-238), as well as average linkage 

analysis with simple matching coefficient, were initially considered, but disregarded, as they 

both produced large clusters and a number of singletons, and as such the results were of limited 

use. In group average or average linkage cluster analysis the arithmetic average of similarity 

between pairs of members defines the similarity and dissimilarity between groups. This is the 

most widely used technique within archaeology, and is regarded to produce the most 

consistently satisfying results (Shennan 1997:239-240). Because there is a large number of 

variables (31 artefact categories), this dissertation utilises average linkage analysis with 

Jaccard’s coefficient, which disregards negative matches between data points, so only the co-

occurrence of artefact types play into the result (Shennan 1997:228-231). Presence/absence 

data is chosen here, because the question cluster analysis may aid in answering in this case is 

to what extent certain artefacts covary, meaning they tend to occur together, within a structure 

which relates to gender (Manly 1996:473). Multiple types of personal adornment, as well as 

textile- and leathermaking tools is seen to indicate female by archaeologists, absence of multiple 

types of adornment, as well as the presence of weaponry, is seen to indicate male (Hanisch 
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2001; Kristoffersen 2000; Lillehammer 1996). While it is the case that the amount of fibulae 

and beads is variably taken to indicate male or female, it is judged that overall, the form is 

primary to the amount, and therefore presence/absence analysis is more helpful than an analysis 

which includes amounts. It may be argued that amount of artefacts, in the discourse, is largely 

presented as indication of “wealth” or “high status” (see Næss 1996:103-104; Shetelig 

1912:111-121). Furthermore, the variable amounts of certain artefact types present, such as one 

burial containing 41 beads as opposed to the 1-6 found in other burials from this study, may 

create a large divergence that skews results. Neither the difference between inhumation and 

cremation, nor the gender assigned the burials, are weighed in the formation of the clusters 

themselves – although they are subsequently discussed. 

Statistical analyses can, in one sense, be seen as a striation of the material in its function 

of arranging groups based on perceived similarity and difference. It does not, however, do so 

with a predetermined notion of the cause of this grouping. Although it maintains the hypothesis 

that the arrangement of material relates to the social coding of identity of the buried, this 

arrangement is not thought of as one of unitary or intrinsic properties, nor one of stability. It 

merely posits that in the flow of social processes, certain expressions will converge. 
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Chapter 3 – Gender and the early Iron Age 

An integral point of this dissertation is that disciplinary discourse overcodes the material 

– a code which enables or restricts specific ways of understanding. The purpose of this chapter 

is therefore both to provide background and to present what interpretational patterns have 

developed in of the 4th-6th century of Voss and Hardanger – how they have developed, and on 

what grounds. In order to understand an assemblage we have to understand how it functions, 

how it brings together elements from its environment or milieu (Wise 2011:92). 

This chapter opens with an introductory section on the social world of this period as it 

has been established within research – with an eye for the themes running through the research 

history. Then, the research history of process of identification will be discussed. In light of the 

introductory statement of the intimate relation between the latter two, research on personhood 

in the Scandinavian early Iron Age will be briefly discussed, ending the chapter with a more in-

depth look at research on gender. 

 

3.1 Identity and structure in The Early Iron Age 

With the introduction of inhumation burial at the beginning of the 1st century and the 

increasingly conspicuous deposition of Roman imports and precious metal objects in certain 

burials throughout the period, it has been interpreted that a new elite with a power basis in 

prestige goods exchange was making itself seen in the Roman Iron Age (Solberg 2003:76-77). 

During the subsequent Migration period, it is thought, in line with more firmly documented 

developments on the Continent, that a new and different type of political hierarchy is 

established, where cult- or prestige-based leadership is thought to have been replaced with 

military-based leadership in the wake of the decline of the Western Roman Empire. The so-

called comitatus structure, a warlord with his war-band, developed power in what is thought of 

as a politically and socially destabilised period in Europe. This new type of power structure is 

interpreted in Norway through the increasing presence of weaponry in burials, the increasing 

prevalence of inhumation burial, and the development in the late Roman period in Sothern 

Scandinavia of a new social arena for individual power display among elites – the hall. As ritual 

activity in open spaces and bodies of water declines, it is thought that the hall served as a new 

type of ritual space, moving ritual practice into a more tightly controlled and exclusive arena – 

connected to individual persons – which also served as a seat of power. The hall develops in 

Southern Scandinavia in the late Roman Iron Age, understood as a feasting hall similar to that 

described in the epic Beowulf. Frands Herscend, who developed the concept of the hall in the 
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1990s, refers to it as a new arena for individualised power among this new class of leaders 

(Enright 1988; 2010:22-23; Hedeager 1992:228-231;2010:33-37; Herschend 1993, 2009:251-

260; Näsman 1998; Wiker 2001). It is also argued that understanding of gender changes in this 

same process, with the transition between the 5th and 6th century appearing to demonstrate a 

time of increased display of difference between masculine and feminine, and the disappearance 

of prevalent imagery described as “ambiguous” or “transgressive” gender presentation 

(Fredriksen 2006b:130-131; 2010:22-23; Wiker 2001). 

Research on the 4th-6th century of the past 20 years, in continuation with the contours 

of the very earliest period of research, focuses strongly on typology, documentation, and study 

of particular material types – fixated on identifying patterns within material categories, rather 

than the relations the material engages in (Gansum 2004:35, e.g. Engevik 2002; 2007; 

Fredriksen 2005; Hauken 2014; Kristoffersen and Magnus 2010; Pedersen and Kristoffersen 

2018). Unlike the earliest periods of research, study within the nexus of social archaeology has 

within the last 40 years gained a foothold, which directs study, of mortuary contexts especially, 

into discussion of “symbolism”, “ideal” and “metaphor”, often focused on questions of identity 

or personhood (e.g. Fredriksen 2006a; 2006b; 2010:23; Fredriksen, Kristoffersen and 

Zimmerman 2014; Hanisch 2001; Jennbert 2006; Kristoffersen and Østigård 2006; Ravn 1999; 

Wiker 2001). A few particular traits can be observed in research practices on the early Iron Age 

that reverberates throughout its research history. 

Firstly, throughout the study of the early Iron Age there can be observed a keen focus 

on material itself (detached from its environment), and focus on particular object categories. 

Much of understanding of early Iron Age society comes from burials, which were widely 

excavated in the 19th and early 20th century, when the only reliable source of dating was 

typology. Therefore, research on the period has been characterised by concern with securely 

placing these burials and their associated material in time, which has generated a materially 

focused research environment. The two object categories arguably given most attention are 

metal objects with ornamentation, and bucket-shaped pots. Bucket-shaped pots (BSP) hold a 

particular place due to their near ubiquitous presence in burials, which make the changes in 

their shape and ornamentation over time ideal for typological dating. Ornamentation on metal 

objects holds particular importance due to its early use in typology, as well as its more recent 

place at the centre of research on early Iron Age ontology (Engevik 2002; 2007; Fredriksen 

2005; 2010:24; Hedeager 2004; 2011; Kristoffersen 1995; 2010; Kristoffersen and Magnus 

2010; Mackeprang 1952). 
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Secondly, the narrative on the Migration period is heavily focused on socio-political 

change. This may appear native to a time period thought to be so heavily affected by a changing 

political landscape, however, “topics like leadership, power, [and] warfare” (Conkey and 

Spector 1984:4, e.g. Hanisch 2001; Hedeager 1992; Kristoffersen 2000; Mitlid 2004; Näsman 

1998; Prestvold 1999; Rolfsen and Stylegard (eds.) 2003; Skogstrand 2016; Stylegar 2008), as 

well as research on changes in lineage and kinship structures (e.g. Hjørungdal 1991; 

Kristoffersen 2000; Lindeberg 1997; Opdahl 2003) have been pointed out by Conkey and 

Spector (1984:4) as particularly masculinised areas of research, and, therefore, valued to the 

detriment of other areas of research (Skogstrand 2016:18-23). It is significant, in a dissertation 

which examines traditional interpretation of masculine and feminine, to emphasise where 

weight has typically been placed in research. 

Third is the prominent place of burial in research. Burials are the most ubiquitous 

archaeological contexts in the 4th-6th century, and are prominently used to interpret socio-

political changes as well as to interpret types of identity, such as gender (Jennbert 2006; 

Lillehammer 1996:97; Ravn 1999). There are two research areas relevant to the interpretational 

history of mortuary gender – the archaeological understanding of the subject, and the specific 

archaeological study of gender. In the 19th and early 20th century, burials were being excavated 

in large numbers. Burials were attractive because they were intentional depositions of artefacts 

related to specific persons and, in the late 19th and early 20th century, they were identified 

strongly with the emerging nationalist concept of “Norwegian” identity (Gustafson 1906:59). 

Gender and personhood, and the means by which these were understood, were not so much 

conscious features of interpretation at this time as they were more or less equated with 

contemporary notions of gender identity, roles and hierarchy – in line with the use of the Iron 

Age as a social “referential” for national identity (Baudrillard 1994:43). The groundwork this 

laid was refined in the theoretisation of mortuary analysis from the mid-20th century on. 

 

3.2 The Process of Identification 

The domination of burial contexts in the material culture of the early Iron Age meant 

that understanding of personhood and identity, and its interlinkage with socio-political systems, 

was clearly articulated – if based on uncritical assumptions rooted in modern social systems – 

from an early stage (Gustafson 1906; Shetelig 1912 Shetelig and Falk 1937), becoming 

increasingly refined in recent decades (Fredriksen 2006a; 2010; Hanisch 2001; Hedeager 2010; 

Kristoffersen 2000; Lindeberg 1997; Mansrud 2004; 2006; 2008; Skogstrand 2006; 2016; Solli 
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2008; Wiker 2001). In the early 1970s the idea gained prominence of mortuary data as an 

expression of social organisation – the negotiation of varying aspects of identity through 

funerary practices.  Especially notable in this regard is Lewis Binford´s (1971) article 

“Mortuary Practices: their study and their potential”, with Art Saxe´s PhD thesis “Social 

dimensions of mortuary practices” from 1970, while never formally published, also highly 

influential (Binford 1971; Morris 1991). 

Binford (1971:6-7) opposes the idea of mortuary practices through the lens of ritual and 

asserts that, based on empirical data from ethnographic studies, the focus should be on how 

burials reflects social practice. He determines the four most central factors guiding differential 

mortuary practices as age, sex, social position within the society, and social affiliation with a 

group within the society (Binford 1971:15-20). He further asserts that the most commonly-

occurring differentiation of sex from mortuary data in ethnographic examples was the types of 

artefacts disposed with the deceased, because the artefacts reflect “sex-differentiated” social 

performance and “symbolise[d] male-female division of labour” (Binford 1971:22; Sørensen 

2006:108).  

However, as David and Kramer (2001) valuably contend in a more recent discussion 

integrating multiple ethnographic studies in their discussion, the presentation of identity is not 

always straight-forward or self-evident in burial, and is expressed in a multitude of variable 

practices which are socially, geographically, and historically contingent, and which may 

incorporate tensions between the actual and the ideological, and between domination and 

resistance. This last criticism was levied fairly quickly following the development of Binford 

and his contemporaries’ frameworks. Significantly influential is Ian Hodder’s Symbols in 

Action (1982), where he argues that burial contexts should be seen through the idea of 

symbolism – that entities within the burial context acts to indicate a secondary, typically 

abstract, meaning, which is specific to each society (Hodder 1982:10-11; Ravn 1999:43).  

It can be observed that Binford’s (1971) perspective, speaking for this context, merely 

pulled into focus and legitimised the extant patterns of interpretation (cf Gustafson 1906; 

Shetelig 1912). The rivalling idea that developed, that a burial represents something symbolic 

or abstract rather than reflects something concrete, has been influential to the social archaeology 

of the early Iron Age of Norway, although the interpretational patterns have not seen significant 

change as a result (see Hanisch 2001; Jennbert 2006). 
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3.3 Gender identification 

There seems to be a common, convincing, argument that collections of material forming 

mortuary context are tied up with articulation and negotiation of social identity (Østigård and 

Kristoffersen 2006; Vedeler et al 2018). However, the means by which these relationships are 

engaged (3.1), and the ideas underlying interpretation of these relationships (3.2), are 

potentially problematic. Based on the notion that gendering someone is the most basic way we, 

as Butler puts it, make a person “intelligible” (Butler 2007:22; Binford 1971; Jenkins 2004), 

archaeologists have made the people of the 4th-6th century buried in Norway intelligible within 

the biunivocal categories male and female, through analysis of the presence or absence of 

certain artefact types. Any burial that cannot be aligned within these two options are designated 

indeterminate – not so much a category as an absence of one (Ghisleni et al. 2016:9). Although 

some texts reference the existence of other genders, no functions of analysis engage with this 

potential in mortuary material as profound identity (Fredriksen 2006a:274-276; Hanisch 2001; 

Kristoffersen 2000; Lillehammer 1996; Solberg 2003:144). 

The range of artefacts considered to indicate a female burial consist of a high number 

of items of personal jewellery, as well as keys, and textile- and leathermaking tools. It is 

regarded to indicate a female grave if a burial has a number of fibulae higher than two or three, 

because it has been interpreted that the female costume consists of a simple fibula – usually 

crossheaded fibula or bow fibula – on either shoulder, holding up a peplos-style dress, and a 

typically more elaborate fibula – such as a relief fibula – at the throat holding a cape or shawl 

(Hanisch 2001:49 with references; Solberg 2003:138; Vedeler et al 2018:1-2). 

Weaponry, girdle stones, scissors, tweezers, belts and low numbers of objects of 

personal adornment are seen to indicate male identity (Hanisch 2001: 47-49 with references; 

Lillehammer 1996:76). Sword, spears – typically in a set of a lance and a javelin – and shield 

are weapons present throughout the early Iron Age, with arrows and axes entering the material 

in the transition between the Roman period and the Migration period (Hanisch 2001:58). Girdle 

stones are a type of shaped, oval quartzite stone used to light fires, which are thought to be worn 

on a belt – although some argue that their purpose in burial is framed primarily as fire-striking 

stones, not always attached to a belt at deposition (Hanisch 2001:56-57; Næss 1996:82). Male 

dress is seen to only consist of one fibula, a belt and occasionally also a pair of clasps (Næss 

1996:60; 80-82; Solberg 2003:138). The find of low numbers of items of personal adornment, 

especially in a burial excavated in the 19th or early 20th century, is not necessarily considered 

a secure indication of a masculine burial, because it could simply be that the burial is sparse, 
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disturbed, or not fully excavated. Weaponry and girdle stones are considered the most secure 

indication of male identity (Lillehammer 1996:77; Næss 1996:62-63,69; Solberg 2003:150). 

In addition to these gender-assigned artefacts, there are artefacts interpreted to have no 

clear gender association, rather being part of a “complimentary sphere”. The object types of 

this kind found in the area this dissertation studies are vessels, gaming pieces, whetstones and 

strike-a-lights, knives, and bear claws (Fredriksen 2006a:275; Lillehammer 1996:74; Solberg 

2003:144). 

3.3.1 The warrior and the house-wife 

Certain gendered constellations of artefacts are understood as reflecting gendered ideals 

(Hanisch 2001; Fredriksen 2006a:276; 2010:23) or ritualised expression of the “persona” of the 

deceased (Jennbert 2006). These are centred around the elite male and female, which can be 

identified as the female Lady of the House and the male warrior – discussed especially by 

Kristoffersen (2000), but also augmented in other texts (Hanisch 2001:56-84; Kristoffersen 

1999:91-95; 2000:130-147; Kristoffersen and Østigård 2006:130; Lindeberg 1997; Næss 

1996:75-80; Skogstrand 2016:97-116). 

The Lady of the House, sometimes simply called the housewife (husfrue) exerts her 

power as the keeper of the keys – someone who presides over the home, protects the economic 

assets of the family, upholds diplomacy between and within groups, and may perform a ritual 

function. While, as Berg (2013:98) points out, the parameters around what characterises the 

Lady of the House are somewhat nebulous, the role is primarily interpreted in burial through 

keys and textile tools, but also through “high-status” artefacts such as precious metal jewellery, 

or vessels which may relate to a ritual role in the hall. The highest symbol of the Lady of the 

House is a set of keys. Keys appear in certain burials which seemingly have never been used, 

leading some to the interpretation that they have a symbolic function. The symbolic character 

of these keys is argued through the connection of keys to wives and brides in Medieval and 

contemporary Scandinavian literary sources (Enright 1988; Hanisch 2001:76; Kristoffersen 

1999; 2000:130-143). Hanisch (2001:70-71) relates keys to an understanding of opening and 

closing doors which symbolise rites of transition, such as marriage and burial, and as guardian 

of the household’s assets and integrity, as a “door-opener for further social prestige and political 

power” (Hanisch 2001:71; my translation).  The combination of keys with textile tools, where 

particularly the iron weaving batten is emphasised, places the Lady of the House within a 

domestic role based on the argument that textile-making is a domestic activity, with the iron 

weaving batten seen as an especially high-status weaving tool (Hanisch 2001:75-76), although 

Kristoffersen (2000:136-137) also relates the Lady of the House to a ritual or cultic role through 
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textile-making’s position within a divinatory metaphor in later Medieval literature. 

Kristoffersen (2000:116) argues that while keys are firmly female objects, as they are “always” 

found in “female-related” graves, in her study’s research area (Western and South-Western 

Norway), they have also been found on male skeletons from the Roman period mass grave at 

Illerup Ådal in Denmark, as well as in “unambiguously male” graves from outside her research 

area (the footnote gives one example, C32252 from Oppland in the interior of Norway). It has 

been argued by Berg (2013) that since in certain areas of the country, particularly in inland 

areas, keys are found in male as well as female burials the association between keys and female 

identity is regional. Berg suggests that keys are rather power symbols in the Scandinavian Iron 

Age, than a demonstration of a gendered role.  

As stated above (2.1, 2.2), changes in social organisation is crucial to research on the 

early Iron Age – changes that are innately tied to violent conflict based on known political 

developments on the Continent. As Gustafson (1906:77) notes as early as 1906, weaponry is 

much less common in graves from the early Iron Age, than in graves from the late Iron Age, 

and becomes increasingly widespread in the 6th century – the transitional phase between the 

early and late Iron Age (Næss 1996:73) – which has led to the connection between weaponry 

and consolidation of power by individual leader. Burials with sets of weaponry – sword, two 

spears, arrows, and shields – so-called weapons burials – are especially regarded within this 

framework (Næss 1996:77-78). The warrior or war-lord, based on this, becomes the instigator 

of political change, and instruments of violence the symbol of political power. These 

interpretations were initially predicated on the notion that weaponry buried in these graves were 

the personal belongings of the person buried, and through this that the social ranking of warriors 

could be conducted based on weapon combinations (Härke 1990). This has led to attempts in 

Scandinavia, especially in connection with the Roman Period weapons deposits in Danish bogs, 

to divide different sets of weaponry into status groups based on relative deposited amounts of 

each artefact category. This is then applied to weapons graves to categorise different “levels” 

of warriors (Stylegar 2008). Criticism has been raised against this direct equation of artefacts 

with possessions, notably by Härke (1990), who has argued the picture this paints is simplistic. 

He points out that the mortuary association with weaponry does not necessarily correlate with 

the ability to use them, and interpretations has, in line with this resistance to equation of 

weaponry with possession, and with the development of wider criticism of the equation of 

artefacts with role (as noted above) moved in the direction of weaponry as a representation of 

status (Härke 1990). Hanisch (2001), who builds on Härke’s work, views weaponry in burial 

as part of a symbolic ideal for the adult masculine elite. He argues that weapons burials are not 
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necessarily tied to actual participation in war, but rather an identity based on status. 

Kristoffersen (2000:143-147) interprets weaponry as the symbol of the warrior or warlord being 

augmented in the burial, as a type of power assertion. Skogstrand (2016) extends this argument 

to form an interpretation of different forms of weaponry as symbols of hegemonic masculinity 

– especially drawing out the sword as a symbol of the hegemonic male. As Lisbeth Skogstrand 

(2016:99) notes, swordsmanship is a highly specialised skill, much more difficult to master than 

the use of a spear. However, others have raised questions to the prevalence of swords in burials 

in the area Skogstrand studies, South-Eastern Norway, not in concordance with the role of the 

sword as an exclusive weapon of prestige (Stylegar 2008:257). Swords may, as demonstrated 

in this material, engage in a variety of relationships, which together with arrows are the least 

strongly associated with weapons graves, a point I return to in chapter 5. 

The bifurcation of the material, and especially the image presented of the domestic 

female and the public male, are reflective of gender roles recognisable from our own society. 

These roles imply a restrictive understanding of gender, and reflects relative selectivity of the 

material to legitimise the interpretive patterns underlying these understandings. These 

restrictions, and alternative understanding, is further discussed in the discussion (chapter 6). 

 

3.4 Early Iron Age Personhood 

Burials are sets of elaborate ritual action that involve complex transitional processes and 

often a large number of people (Garwood 2011; Parker Pearson 1999). The diverse mortuary 

material of the Scandinavian early Iron Age have led to varying interpretations on what ideas 

order and categorise it. Some of these concepts have already been discussed. Researchers may 

also venture to consolidate the relatively high degree of diversity by arguing that it is meant to 

“equalise” the deceased based on their identity in life and how they died (Kristoffersen and 

Østigård 2006; Østigård 2006) or by translating it into the expression of recognisable metaphors 

(Fredriksen 2006a:277-278; 2010:24; Fuglestvedt 1999; Lillehammer 1996:98), or even to 

frame burials as sacrifices in a reciprocal exchange with the gods (Østigård 2000). Although 

the ritual processes are undoubtably significant aspects of burial as a practice, this dissertation 

will rather focus on the presentation of personhood in mortuary contexts – here argued to be 

intimately tied to the social coding of gender. 

The processes of gender categorisation above precludes the existence of an individuated 

subject – a type of personhood which various researchers argue against in the case of the 

Scandinavian Iron Age (see Hedeager 2004; 2010; Mansrud 2004; 2006; 2008; Kristoffersen 
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1995; 2010). There are two aspects to personhood in the 4th-6th century  – interpretation based 

iconography, and interpretation based on burial practices. 

The dividual and transformational imagery in Migration period iconography – meaning 

not a unitary being consisting of an individually subjectivised body and an immaterial soul, but 

rather a situationally enacted and changeable being – has been explored by the work of Siv 

Kristoffersen (1995), and later Lotte Hedeager (2004; 2010), where the stylisation and splitting 

of animal and human elements, the “fluidity” of matter, in Animal Style iconography is 

anchored in the later written sources of early Medieval period Iceland to describe a multiple 

and composite self, consisting of such elements as the hamr (the “shape”), the hugr (the 

“thought”), and the fylga (the “follower”). The hamr is the shape or skin the person inhabits – 

not the body itself – which may be changed – mythological texts refer to shape-changing into 

animals, or male gods shape-changing into women – through hamhleypa (hamskifte). The hugr 

is the “thought” or unique self of a person, which has the ability to detach from the body. The 

fylga is understood to be an ancestral spirit inherited through a lineage. The fylga may be woman 

or animal, regardless of the gender of the person it inhabits, and may be associated with the 

concept of a helping spirit known from shamanistic belief (Hedeager 2010:116).  

Parallel to this area of study is the study of personhood in mortuary contexts. Tove 

Hjørugdal (1999) interprets in an influential text the concurrent practices of cremation and 

inhumation in the 4th-6th century in opposition to one another in how they present the person. 

The former is seen as transformational – a breaking apart of the person, destroying or fracturing 

individual self, and with it particularly sex and gender. The person can then be reconstructed 

within a new, mortuary identity. She specifically relates this to cremation burials in Westland 

cauldrons. There are two such burials in this material, one of which Hjørungdal herself 

discusses (B4207), which will be interpreted in a somewhat similar, but distinct, way in the 

discussion (chapter 6). Inhumation, by contrast, is seen as preserving self and individual identity 

by maintaining the deceased’s bodily integrity (Hedeager 1997; Hjørungdal 1999; Kristoffersen 

1995; Solli 1999; 2008; Fredriksen 2005: 258-261; 2010:24). Anja Mansrud (2004; 2006; 2008) 

takes the idea of cremation as fracturing further in arguing that fragmentation does not merely 

act as a disassembling and reassembling of identity, but as indication of a dividual 

understanding of personhood. Influenced by Fowler (2004) and Brück (1995), she utilises 

cremation burials from the Migration period, the fragmentation and mixing of human and 

animal cremated remains in this period, to suggest a relational and dividual personhood. This, 

she relates to ontological perspectives interpreted from ornamentation on metalwork, as 

discussed, where human and animal elements fuse and fragment in a multitude of combinations, 
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and to later written sources, where the individual person is composed of multiple elements such 

as hamr, fylgjur, and hugr (Hedeager 2004; Kristoffersen 1995). 

This fluid and multiple way of conceiving the Iron Age person stands in contrast to how 

Iron Age identity is presented, as something much more rigidly structured, and individually 

embodied. In the discussion (chapter 6), I attempt to consolidate these two aspects within the 

analytical frame of embodiment versus enactment of gender in the subjectivised and signified 

(individual) versus polyvocal (dividual) person, already established by the theoretical 

framework (2.1.2). 

 

3.5 Gender in Archaeological Research 

Widely considered to be the first steps of gender archaeology was the conference “Were 

they all men?” in Stavanger, Norway, in 1979, although this did not receive wide attention at 

the time and the papers resulting from it were not published until 1987 (Bertelsen et al 1987, in 

Nelson 2006:9). The role of gender in archaeology was brought to the fore with the article by 

Conkey and Spector (1984) “Archaeology and the study of gender”. In this, they assert that 

archaeology perpetuates a “gender mythology” regarding male and female gender. In their 

feminist critique, they argue that archaeological research is androcentric, and that gender 

relations historically and culturally specific to modern Western culture is naturalised in 

archaeological research. 

Since gender archaeology, as Conkey and Spector’s seminal article demonstrates, 

sprung out of the feminist movement – and at the time it developed, in the late 70s and 80s, the 

focus of this movement was strongly on addressing the patriarchy as a force of social oppression 

(Nelson 2006:10-11) – there was a strong focus on women, addressing androcentrism and 

studying women’s social roles in the past. 

The new movement of gender archaeology was subsequently met with the argument that 

one could not simply apply female agency to an existing structure, that opening the question of 

gender in the past and its relationship with gender politics of the present meant that our critical 

discourse needed to penetrate more deeply into gender as social categorisation (Brumfiel 2006). 

Although framed by outdated language, Conkey and Spector (1984:15) at an early point 

acknowledge that the binary categorisation of gender is culturally specific – with reference to 

Native American two-spirit people as an example of another form of categorisation. However, 

this topic would not enter the mainstream of archaeological research until the 1990s, with the 

surge of research on identity in both sociology and archaeology (Jenkins 2004:8), and the 
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publishing of Judith Butler’s Gender Trouble (2007[1990]). Brumfiel (2006:34) notes that 

while earlier gender archaeology was centred around studying women, more recent research 

examines women, men and “other genders” in a single analytical frame. Ghisleni et al. (2016), 

in a recent critique, astutely refute this assertion, pointing out that despite claims made for the 

development of gender archaeology as a subdiscipline resisting the restrictions of dogmatic 

ideas about gender and its categorisation, informed by its development within poststructuralist 

and queer thought, the naturalisation of binary sex as biological and gender as cultural continues 

to be perpetuated (e.g. Bäck Danielsson and Théeden 2012; Fredriksen 2010; Fuglestvedt 2014; 

Marshall and Alberti 2014; Moen 2019a; Skogstrand 2006; Stratton 2016; Solli 2008; Sørensen 

2006; Wiker 2001), despite claims to the contrary (Fredriksen 2006a; Moen 2019a). 

The perpetuation of a sex/gender dichotomy described above is demonstrated in the 

analytic function of gender categorisation as concerns the 4th-6th century CE of Norway (3.3). 

It has also been discussed how presentist notions of gender roles within and between these 

categories are reflected in the interpretation of the Lady of the House and the warrior within the 

discipline. The far-reaching consequences of these interpretive patterns to analysis is further 

elaborated on in the discussion (6.1). 

3.5.1 Gender archaeology of early Iron Age Norway 

Early research within gender archaeology of the early Iron Age of Norway was focused 

on making women visible in the past (Gräslund 2001:82). Early research of the 1990s, focused 

on arguing against androcentrism and the fixation on military-based masculine leadership, 

instead placing emphasis female agency. Women’s agency within kinship structures, their roles 

in ritual or political contexts, and the complementarity of these roles with male ones were 

highlighted at an early stage (Hjørungdal 1991; Lindeberg  1997). 

More recent work enriches these perspectives, shifting emphasis from women to a more 

diversified discussion on gender roles. Skogstrand’s (2006; 2016) study of masculinity in the 

Scandinavian Bronze and early Iron Age supplements the so heavily theorised female category 

with argumentation of various vocalities of male identity in this period – where she especially 

argues the gradual development of hegemonic masculinity. Morten Hanisch’s (2001) 

unpublished MA thesis examines male and female roles in the early Iron Age in relation to each 

other on the basis of burials in Hardanger, where he interprets changes in burial practices as 

expressions of the development of an honour system for male and female members of the elite 

during the Migration period. Fredriksen (2006a; 2010) builds on this interpretation of changing 

burial practices, as well as the work of Wiker (2001) in interpreting a new focus on corporeality 

in the 6th century in Western Norway, eroding the more “ambiguous” identity expression of 
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earlier practices. He further emphasises the D1 cremation burial B6807 (found in this material, 

which will be discussed in chapter 5 and 6) as shamanistic, and its resistance to binary 

categorisation as a “free-floating” signifier, with meaning derived from its dissolution of 

signification at the margins of social order. He further interprets the crystallization of the male 

and female divide in burial to occur in the transition between the 5th and 6th century, within 

the trend of increased hierarchisation, militarization, and the development of a space, physical 

and metaphysical, for the individual. These points will become significant in the discussion. 

Gender identity is a research focus most typical of the late 90s and early 2000s within 

Norwegian research on the early Iron Age, and this is something Lindeberg (1997:105-108)  

briefly touches on in her discussion of Migration period gold bracteates, where gender 

“ambiguity” in the human figures depicted is often cited (see Hedeager 1997; Solli 1999; 2008; 

Wiker 2001). 

Gold bracteates are a type of pendant, modelled after Roman emperor medallions, 

mainly manufactured and worn in present-day Scandinavia and Germany, with some examples 

found in South-Eastern Britain, in a short span of time around 450-550 CE. They are divided 

into three phases – the early phase,  consisting mainly of A bracteates  more or less direct 

imitations of Roman medallions; the main phase of use, which consists of A, B, C, E and F 

bracteates, which seem to have been in use concurrently; and the final phase, of which D 

bracteates are primarily associated (see figures 7 and 8, Mackeprang 1952:66-68). The 

bracteates’ varied and often mysterious imagery depict human figures melding into animals, 

travelling on quadrupedal animals of ambiguous species accompanied by birds, and (often 

frantic) dancing. The lack of integrity between human and animal bodies in these depictions, 

travel interpreted as soul journey with accompaniment of animal helping spirits, and ritual 

dance, leads it to be widely interpreted to depict scenes of shamanistic ritual, variously 

interpreted as the god Odin with whom shamanistic practice is associated in the later Medieval 

Icelandic literature, with some bracteates also interpreted to depict the gods Tyr and Baldr 

(Hedeager 1997; 2004:227-228; Skogstrand 2016:94-96). In the Icelandic literature various 

practices of magic, and particularly the practice referred to in the literature as seidr, are widely 

interpreted as part of the circumpolar shamanistic tradition – here presented as a predominantly 

female domain, although references are occasionally made to “seidmen” and, of course, Odin’s 

participation in the practice (Hedeager 1997; Price 2004). 

Lindeberg briefly discusses the interpretation of the motif of the C bracteates as Odin, 

following the work of Hauck et al (1985; 1986) and Hedeager (1997), where she connects 

Odin’s role as a shamanistic character in bracteate iconography and the dishonour (ergi) this is 
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associated with for men in the literature, due to its association with women and the female 

presentation in dress it involves. Lindberg concludes that in line with the shape-shifting 

involved in shamanistic practice, Odin was capable of moving between male and female similar 

to how the iconography depicted Odin shape-shifting into animals – rendering Odin’s depiction 

in these scenes “androgynous” – an interpretive pattern she extends to the “ambiguity” of a B 

bracteate group that by some is seen to depict the god Baldr’s death (Lindeberg 1997). Lotte 

Motz (1994) gives a similar argument in identifying a shaman in ritual dance on certain 

bracteates exhibiting “ambiguous” bodily traits, relating it to groups in North America, North 

Asia, as well as the Pacific Islands and accounts of groups in historical Europe (Scythians, 

ancient Greeks), which she sees as various translations of the practice of associating gender 

non-conformity with ritual power. 

Brit Solli (1999; 2008) extends these arguments by utilising perspectives from queer 

studies to discuss what she perceived as a contradictive relationship between the femininity of 

a shamanistic practitioner of magic and the masculinity of Odin as a god of war. Odin’s 

“androgynous” presentation as a shamanistic practitioner she frames as “transgressive” 

“gender-changing”, which she compares to ethnographic accounts of Siberian shamans who 

“mimic women” in presentation and practice (Solli 1999). She states that “male shamans, when 

transgressing gender borders, were allowed into a female cosmology from which ordinary men 

were excluded. The shaman, dressing and acting as a woman, as a queer (cf., Bjørby, 2001), 

situated himself in an ambiguous position which enlarged and strengthened his shamanistic 

abilities. […] The queer shaman or seidman was more powerful than the straight shaman or 

seidman” (Solli 2008:198-199). Hedeager (2011:126-134), in a recent volume on iconography, 

discusses alternative “being in the World”, as she puts it, based on embodiment in depictions 

from the 5th century into the Medieval period, where she relates depictions on bracteates 

previously identified as the gods Baldr (Drei Götte bracteates in figure 8) and Tyr, as well as 

later depictions on gold foils, to a reference made by Tacitus in Germania of the Naharvali, a 

Germanic tribe to the North where a priest dressed as a woman presides over rituals. Wiker 

(2001:53-54) supports the argument of “transsexual” ritual practitioners, referencing a scene 

from a Drei Götte bracteate (figure 8) as “symbolising his ability to transgress gender 

boundaries” (Wiker 2001;54, my translation), pointing out that bracteates were often found at 

boundaries in the landscape. She extends the existing discourse around these figures to suggest 

that gender expression was increasingly sanctioned in the 6th century, when bracteates 

depicting human figures went out of use. 
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In outlining gender archaeology in general and as it relates to the Scandinavian early 

Iron Age it can be stated that the same patterns are apparent – the early study of female agency 

and critique of androcentric bias, and later study of gender identity underpinned by the 

understanding of binary sexes overlain by cultural gender. A relative lack of connection 

between study of mortuary contexts and iconography is also present here. The last section 

demonstrates the binary structures of gender straining to legitimise itself in the face of a gender 

constellation differentiated from that which is enforced by archaeological discourse. Gender is 

continuously passed through the gaze of binarisation, even when referring to contexts and citing 

examples which would resist this perspective. I aim to ultimately argue in this dissertation that 

the presentation discussed by Solli (1999; 2008), Wiker (2001) and Fredriksen (2006a) is not 

necessarily ambiguous, free-floating, or transgressive (until it is).  
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Chapter 4 – Mortuary Material of Voss and Hardanger 

4.1 Overview 

The mortuary material from the 4th-6th century of Voss and Handanger, Vestland 

county (formerly Hordaland, see figure 1) treated in this dissertation consists of 66 burials from 

62 burial contexts, two of which are double burials and one of which is a triple burial (overview 

in Appendix I, see table 2 for description of artefacts within each burial). Voss and Hardanger 

are located on the Western coast of Norway, and is made up of the area surrounding the 

Hardanger fjord. In this period the majority of recorded burials are from singular mounds, with 

burials also recorded from mound clusters and singular burials with no enduring marker (flat 

graves) (Fett 1954a;1954b;1954d;1954c;1955a;1956b;1956c; Hanisch 2001; Kristoffersen 

2000; Kristoffersen and Østigård 2006; Næss 1996; Randers 1988; Shetelig 1912). 

Inhumation and cremation are both practiced within Voss and Hardanger, with a slightly 

higher number of inhumations (see figure 3). The 4th century (C3) is the period with the fewest 

recorded burials, with Næss (1996) stating in the case of Voss that the area was likely populated 

in the late 4th century. While the 5th and 6th centuries have comparable numbers of securely 

dated recorded burials (21 and 24, respectively), the 6th century is understood as a comparatively 

more narrow timeframe, although certain chronological adjustments have recently been made 

to this view by Kristoffersen and Magnus (2010). It can nevertheless be stated that the number 

of burials increase at the transition between the 5th and 6th century (see figure 2). In the 5th 

century items of personal adornment, and to a lesser degree tools, are prominent features of 

burial, which exhibit particular characteristics. The 5th century is where the use of jewellery in 

the form of beads and finger-rings as well as metal dress pins are concentrated, where imported 

glass vessels are found, and crossheaded fibulae are the dominant fibula type (see figure 4 for 

comparison between relative amounts within each artefact category represented through time). 

Burials with tools from the 4th-5th century are typically modest, containing vessels and a small 

number of items of personal adornment, with the conspicuous exception of B6409, the 

exuberance of which was remarked at an early point by Shetelig (1912:117-121), where he 

compares it to the now more famous Evebø burial in Sogn og Fjordane. The increase in burials 

in the 6th century goes hand in hand with a significant increase in artefactual material in burial, 

as visualised in figure 4 and seen in Appendix II. Categories which already had a presence in 

burial contexts – items of personal adornment and tools – enter new material engagements, and 

burial with weaponry becomes a more prominent feature, a changing landscape of mortuary 

practice already pointed out by previous works (discussed in 3.3.1, 3.5.1). In the 6th century, 
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rarer or more diverse fibula types become the dominant trend, and new artefact types such as 

tweezers, keys and girdle stones appear, with jewellery and imported items fading from the 

material, and burials with weaponry, as well as tools, becoming increasingly prevalent in the 

context of inhumation burials focusing on the articulated human body, delineated and separated 

from other bodies. In the preceding two centuries, bodies were superimposed, dispersed and 

mingled in mortuary contexts. Although relation between mortuary subjects are maintained in 

the 6th century, through the recurring deposition of bodies within the same contexts, a new 

concern with the integrity of the individual can be observed through the moving aside of one 

body to make room for another – such as the double burial B6658, or the separation of bodies 

within a context with birch-bark, such as the triple burial B6227. This implicates a need for 

individualisation, a new mortuary landscape populated by embodied subjects, where power is 

implicated in the control of individual bodies and their presentation, as opposed to the control 

of the flow of valuable material (cf Fredrisken 2006a). 

 

4.5 External and internal architecture 

Most excavated burials are earth mounds or stone cairns. The distinction between these 

in the present study are often fluid, as most structures in the study area are made up of multiple 

layers of both earth and stone. As Dahl (2016) has demonstrated, this is likely to be due to the 

mound being built in multiple phases of use over a long duration of time – documentation from 

excavations presents the likelihood that many if not most burial mounds from this period in the 

study area are the result of protracted, long-term activity on the same site. In light of the above 

understanding of burial mounds as sites of protracted ritual activity, the external architecture of 

graves have not been judged as significant to specific identity. Because differentiating between 

a cairn and a mound in this context is often a matter of personal understanding (Næss 1996:18), 

and constructions are often a combination of rock and earth layers, all elevated constructions 

have been classified as “mounds”. A small number are flat graves, burial beneath the soil with 

no visible external markings. Archaeologists were somewhat slower to become “aware of” flat 

graves from the Iron Age in Western Norway, according to Næss (1996:27), which is possibly 

one of the reasons they are so underrepresented. In Voss all mounds or flat graves are found 

singly, where in Hardanger mounds are sometimes clustered (Næss 1996:28; Hanisch 2001) A 

majority of burials in this study are square or rectangular cists – stone-built structures into which 

remains are deposited, sealed with covering slabs – although one cist is recorded as circular and 

one pentagonal (see Appendix I for overview of burial architecture; Næss 
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1996:37,42,101,144,146). In a number of cases of cremation burial (see following section), 

material is deposited with no frame, either the ancient surface or the surface of the mound, 

which was subsequently covered. In other cases, cremation vessels are found in mounds, either 

inside a small cist or with none, so-called urn burials (Næss 1996:95-101). 

 

4.6 Bodily treatment, gendering and skeletal material 

In the 4th-6th century cremation and inhumation are both practiced, with inhumation 

dominating slightly throughout the periods (see figure 3). There are, in total, 40 inhumation 

burials and 28 cremation burials. An overview of the different types of burial practices 

represented in this study is found in Appendix 1. 

There are three types of cremation practiced within this material. One where cleaned, 

cremated bones are placed together, usually in a vessel; one where the remains, or part of the 

remains, of a pyre is scooped up and placed together, and placed in a vessel, and one where the 

gathered remains are deposited on the surface (cremation patch). The vast majority of cremation 

burials in this study are cremation patch burials (16). Placement of cleaned, cremated bones in 

a vessel (4), or placement of pyre remains in a vessel (2), also occurs, in addition to one urn 

burial where the state of the remains is not detailed (B124,125,388), and one which is uncertain 

(B5768) in addition to B7608, where bones and artefacts were found in the earth fill of the cist 

(Næss 1996:133-134; Shetelig and Falk 1937:184-185). A few particularities can be noted for 

some burials. In the case of B6763 cremated bones and artefacts were found in a concentration 

inside a cist. Due to the placement of the bones as well as resin luting and fittings from a wooden 

vessel it is likely they were originally placed inside this vessel – the wood itself disintegrated 

prior to excavation (Hanisch 2001:F18; Næss 1996:43). A cineary urn was found associated 

with B742-44,49-50 and B739-41,46,51, but its exact connection to the other artefacts are 

uncertain. The lack of fire damage and presence of wood fragments on the other artefacts would 

suggest that this urn is from a separate burial (Næss 1996:145-146). B4207 is a burial with 

cleaned, cremated bones placed inside a Westland cauldron. B5873 is a burial where cleaned, 

cremated bones were found with a handled vessel upturned on top of them. 

Inhumation is, in the meaning intended here, the burial of an uncremated skeleton, in a 

cist or cut (Næss 1996:91-93; Shetelig and Falk 1937:195). It is typically understood that these 

depositions are of an articulated body. 40 burials within this material are inhumations. 

Possibility is presented in this material of the deposition of uncremated remains after 

skeletonization, as with B11110 from C3/D1, or disturbance after burial, as in the case of B8588 
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from D1/D2a, an inhumation burial in a cist from a partially damaged mound, where it is 

remarked that the artefacts and skeletal remains are scattered, displaced from their articulated 

positions. It is unclear when the disturbance took place. A similar argument of disturbance has 

been made for B6474 from D2b (Næss 1996:132-134). In the case of B7190 and B6658 from 

D2b, burials are interpreted to have been disturbed at the secondary deposition of another burial 

in the same cist (Hanisch 2001:F33; Kristoffersen 2000:343; Næss 1996:159). 

45 of the burial contexts have been gendered, 39 by artefactual category and 6 by 

skeletal material – in total 24 male and 23 female, leaving 21 indeterminate (see figure 5). There 

are in total 68 discrete burial entities, because two burials in this material are considered double 

burials – whose full range artefacts cannot be associated clearly with either individual. In the 

4th-5th century, gendering of female and indeterminate burials are far higher than male, due to 

the low occurrence of weaponry, and high occurrence of items of personal adornment. In the 

6th century, male-intepreted burials are high, due to the increasing prevalence of weapons 

burials (see figure 6). As is apparent, the vast majority have been interpreted from artefactual 

material – with one burial (B6807) gendered based on artefacts in opposition to the 

interpretation of the skeletal material – a point which I return to in the discussion. 

While skeletal material does not typically survive in Western Norwegian soil, 20 burials 

contain skeletal material that have been osteologically examined and securely determined as 

human. Additionally, 16 burials contained skeletal remains whose species could not be 

osteologically determined. Five of these are cases where cremated remains of indeterminate 

species have been found in addition to the uncremated remains of an inhumation burial (B9373, 

B8588, B6473, B9995, B7190). 

Nine inhumation burials from the present study contained remains securely determined 

to be human. One of these is from C3/D1 (B11110), one is from D1 (B9373), one is from 

D2a/D2b (B8588), six are from D2b (B6473, B6227-I, B6227-III, B9995, B7190, B14491). 

Ten burials in the present study have cremated remains securely determined to be human – one 

from D1, two from D1/D2a, three from D2b, one dated broadly to the Migration period, three 

dated broadly to C3/D. Inhumation burials with preserved human skeletal remains are primarily 

found in the latter part of the Migration period, while cremation burials with preserved human 

remains are more evenly distributed across the timespan C3-D2b. 

The sex of nine of the skeletons has been interpreted based on osteology. The sexed 

skeletons were examined either by B. Getz or Per Holck, both from the Anatomical Institute at 

the University of Oslo (Hanisch 2001; Næss 1996). The four osteologically sexed inhumation 

burials are B11110, B8588, B6473, B7190, all from Voss. B11110 from C3/D1, examined by 
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B. Getz, is an inhumation burial that contained two skeletons, one male, determined to be 

around 50-60 years old and ca. 165-170 cm tall, and one possible woman, ca. 50-60 years old, 

ca. 155-160 cm tall (Næss 1996:152-153). B8588, an inhumation burial from D2a/D2b, is cited 

to have contained the “femur or tibia” of a male, as well as parts of the skull. Skeletal remains 

beside the long bone were sent for additional examination at the University of Oslo, but have 

since been lost (Næss 1996:132-133). B6473 is an inhumation burial from D2b, which is cited 

to have contained the remains of an “old man” (Næss 1996:135). B7190, examined by B. Getz, 

was a male of c. 30 years. The burial also contained indeterminate mammal bones, examined 

by H. Olsen of the Zoological Institute in Oslo (Næss 1996:159). 

The osteologically sexed cremation burials are B4207, B6807, B6227-II, B6597, and 

B6763, four from Hardanger (B4207, B6807, B6597), one from Voss (B6227-II). B4207 is a 

burial from D1 where according to Bendixen (1883) "some of" the bones were human, 

belonging to a young woman (Hanisch 2001:F21; Shetelig 1912:82).  B6807, also from D1, 

contained moderately to severely burnt bones which were examined by Per Holck. Holck found 

them difficult to securely determine, but most likely male, under 40 years of age (Hanisch 

2001:F34). B6227-II, examined by B. Getz, was found to contain the remains of a young person, 

possibly female, and possibly multiple skeletons (Næss 1996:138-139). B6597, examined by 

Per Holck, contained both human and Ovis/Capra remains. Holck determined the remains of 

two human skeletons, one female, 20-30 years old, and one more difficult to determine, with 

“much more robust” bones (Hanisch 2001:F86). B6763 was examined by Per Holck in 1988. 

He determined it contained two skeletons - one female of 40-50 years of age, and one male, 20-

40 years of age (Hanisch 2001:F18). 

Four cremation burials have available data on the amount of cremated bone found. These 

amounts are 163 g (B8200), 265 g (B6597), 860 g (B6807) and 6260 g (B6763). 

 

4.7 Artefacts in Voss and Hardanger 

While the artefactual material is varied, it primarily maintains the parameters of the four 

categories I have arranged them by below, after Næss’ (1996) division – vessels, personal 

adornment, weaponry, and tools – as well as objects I designate “other”, through their inability 

to be categorised within the former four categories. While they are described according to the 

five categories of artefacts outlined – their grouping in the description is merely illustrative. All 

31 variables are artefactual categories weighed equally. These are listed in Appendix II, with 

additionally the category “miscellaneous”, which was excluded due to the limited descriptive 
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power of such a non-specified category. This category contains artefacts or fragments that could 

not be identified as recognisable objects – metal and wood fragments, nails and rivets, textile 

fragments, and metal fittings of unknown use, unique objects such as one Roman coin, one sea 

shell, or one white, oval stone, as well as clinchnails which may have indicated the presence of 

boats, and rings. While details of the contents of each burial can be found in table 2, I give an 

overview of the artefactual range and their temporal distribution below, as artefacts and their 

temporal covariance is central to this dissertation. 

• Vessels: BSP, handled vessel, wooden vessel, other vessel 

By far the most ubiquitous object type in burials dated to the 4th-6th century is the 

vessel. A majority of burials contain vessels, regardless of the burials’ other artefacts. Most 

numerous is the bucket-shaped pot (BSP) – in this material, 72 BSPs are distributed across 48 

of the 66 burials  – an object which comes into use at the beginning of the 4th century and 

disappears at some point in the latter half of the 6th century. The varying form and decoration, 

associated with chronological phases and regional variations, make them the most useful, and 

often only, dateable object type in a given burial (Engevik 2002; 2007; Fredriksen 2005; 

Kristoffersen and Magnus 2010; Næss 1996:52-55). Handled vessels are less common than 

BSPs, but are found across the 4th-6th century in Voss and Hardanger – the first occurring in 

C3/D1 (4th-5th c.), with seven from the 5th century (D1-D2a), four from the 6th century (D2b), 

and two from burials dated to the 4th-6th century (Fredriksen 2006a:276; Næss 1996:55). The 

remains of wooden vessels, primarily wooden buckets, are also variously found, often surviving 

only through its iron handle and/or the resin luting used to waterproof it. Remains of 16 wooden 

vessels are found in this material, with no discernible weight on any period (Næss 1996:55). 

Six burials additionally contained non-typical vessels – either ceramic vessels of indeterminate 

type or unusual type, glass vessels or Westland cauldrons. Westland cauldrons and glass vessels 

are understood as imports from distant regions (Hauken 2014:63). Westland cauldron, so named 

because it is so commonly found on the West coast of Norway ( although they appear to 

originate in a Roman province (Slomann 1986b:77)) are found in two burials – both cremation 

burials containing bear claws from Hardanger – one from D1 and one from D2b. Glass vessels 

are found in the late Roman and Migration period, with a weight on the 4th-5th century, with 

some earlier and later examples – although the latter are likely of considerable age at the time 

of deposition (Hauken 2014:64). Of the three examples of glass vessels from this material, 

B4207 contained one glass fragment, the type is not further specified and possibly 

indeterminate, and B6409 contained fragments of a cut-glass vessel, and B6807 contained a 
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melted lump of glass. All are from D1. B6807, B4207, B4923-I, B5707, B6409, and B4984 

additionally contain indeterminate ceramic vessels or ones unique in this material (see table 2). 

• Personal adornment: crossheaded fibula, other fibulae, bone pin, metal pin, comb

 bead, finger-ring, clasp, buckle, belt fittings, key, tweezers, scissors 

The range of personal adornment paints a picture of relatively modest presentation. 28 

fibulae are distributed among 16 out of 66 burials (24%). Only one burial contained the 

Migration period’s elaborate relief fibulae (B6899, see Shetelig 1906; Sjøvold 1993), a majority 

being of the most common type – cross-headed or cruciform fibulae, with simpler fibula types, 

such as bow fibulae, variably appearing (Solberg 2003:138). There are nine crossheaded 

fibulae in total – with a concentration in the 5th century – seven divided among five burials – 

the remaining two are from the 6th century. 10 burials contain other fibulae types – bow 

fibulae, equal-armed fibulae, ones not easily categorizable, as well as one secure and one 

possible annular fibula. Their concentration is inverse from cross-headed fibulae – with a clear 

concentration in the 6th century. While two are from the 4th century (C3), two are from the 5th 

century (D1-D2a), and  seven are from the 6th century (D2b). Another relatively common dress 

accessory are precious metal clasps, used to fasten clothing, which 11 burials contained. The 

prevalence of this type steadily increases through time, with one dated to C3/D1, four dated to 

the 5th century (D1-D2a), and seven to the 6th century (D2b) (Hanisch 2001:F48,F86; Næss 

1996:134-135,138,157; Randers 1988:12). The modest use of jewellery in burials of these 

period, which in this material consists of either a finger-ring or beads, is concentrated to the 

5th century. Seven of the burials containing beads are from the 4th-5th century, versus four in 

the 6th, with higher amounts also recorded in the two earlier centuries, all four 6th century burials 

containing 1-2. In ten of the 11 burials containing beads, they are found in numbers of 1-6 per 

burial, all glass, apart from B5707 from D1 with 41 beads – both glass and amber (Næss 

1996:137,155). Burials with beads are typically found with other items of personal adornment. 

Three burials contain finger-rings – B9373 from D1 contained a gold finger-ring (Næss 

1996:150), and B732-33 from D1/D2a contained a gold spiral finger-ring with a red and yellow 

glass bead threaded onto it (Næss 1996:142), B4376 from D2b contained a ring made of thin 

bronze thread (Næss 1996:142). All burials with finger-rings are from Voss. In this material 

metal pins are suggested to have been dress pins (Næss 1996:59) and bone pins to have been 

hair pins. Metal pins are rare, and in every case found singly, associated with different types 

of material from bone pins. Five have been found in this material – four bronze pins and one 

iron. All burials with metal pins are inhumations from the 4th-5th century, and associated with 

various object types – from swords to textile tools, and items of personal adornment. Bone pins 
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are specifically associated with cremations burials with bear claws in this material, and always 

appear in sets of multiple in association with one or multiple combs. This combination forms a 

hair coiffure set – and are traditionally considered indication of a female burial. The 

combination of one round, and two bone pins have been found in combination with a bone 

comb have also been found in well-preserved inhumation burials in Northern Norway, where 

their placement underneath the cranium suggests their use in an ornate hairstyle (Gräslund 

2001:90; Næss 1996:59; Sjøvold 1962:177-187, illustrated in Gustafson 1906:80). They are 

associated with burials with bear claws in this material, and their distribution spans the 4th-6th 

century. They are, however, most common before the 6th century, when bear claw burials 

decrease. Keys are found in three burials from Voss and Hardanger (B6474, B6658, B6809), 

all inhumation burials from D2b. 10 burials contain buckles and belt fittings, from the 5th-6th 

century, with a clear weight on the 6th century. Two are from the 5th century (D1-D2a), one is 

dated to D2a/D2b, five are dated to the 6th century, with two dated broadly to the Migration 

period. Scissors and tweezers are personal tools, found associated with the body and possibly 

carried on the person. Tweezers are regarded to belonging to the male sphere in the early Iron 

Age (Hanisch 2001:48). In this material, scissors and tweezers are closely associated with 

weapons burials. Three burials contain tweezers, two of them weapons burials (B6473, B739-

41,46,51), one is a cremation burial with bear claws and clinchnails – which bears no close 

similarity to other burials from this material. Five burials contain scissors (B9995, B3675, 

B6473, B6658, B8588) – all weapons burials, apart from the double burial B6658, where the 

scissors appear to be associated with the person not buried with weaponry (Hanisch 2001:F33). 

Both tweezers and scissors trend towards the later part of the timespan – and securely dated 

tweezers are only found in D2b. 

• Weaponry: sword, spear, arrow, shield, axe 

In this study, there are 19 burials which contain at least one weapon, defined as the 

presence of at least one of the following: sword, spear or lance (here referred to simply as 

spear), arrow, shield, and axe. Of these, three contain a “complete set” of weapons – sword, 

two spears, arrows, and shield – B9995, B6349, and B739-41,46,51. B6349 is dated to D1, 

while B9995 and B739-41,46,51 are dated to D2b. The fragmented sheath of the sword from 

B6349 is decorated with gold and gilded silver appliqués (Næss 1996:157-158). Burials 

containing weaponry and few other artefacts, which may be labelled weapons burials, form a 

group of 13 burials – a group strongly biased towards the 6th century (see group 9-10 in table 

2, and chapter 5). Burials outside this group are burials with swords and no other weaponry, 

and burials with arrows and no other weaponry – this is elaborated on in chapter 5 and 6. 
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• Tools: spindle, weaving batten, sewing needle, skin-scraper, knife, fire-steel, 

whetstone, girdle stone 

The range of textile- and leathermaking tools found in this material consist of spindles, 

weaving battens, sewing needles, and skin-scrapers. Spindles are most commonly found among 

these, typically only surviving as the spindle whorl (Hjørungdal 1991:98) – except in the case 

of B6807, where only the spindle shaft and hook was found. These are made in a variety of 

materials; soapstone is common, but other types of stone as well as clay, and one instance of 

iron, is found in this material. 17 spindles have been found divided among 12 burials. Their 

distribution is even across the 4th-6th century, accounting for the relative numbers of burials. 

Spindles are particularly connected to a grouping particularly related to textile-making tools 

discussed in chapter 5, aside from this group also associated with cremation burials with bear 

claws. Weaving battens are more rare than spindle whorls, with two found in Voss and 

Hardanger – one from D1 and one from D2b. The weaving batten from B6227-I is listed as 

made of bone in Næss’ (1996:138) catalogue, but is by Haakon Shetelig (1912:95), who 

excavated the burial, both described as made of iron – and illustrated in Shetelig (1912:98). 

Two burials contain sewing needles, B742-44,49-50 from C3 and B6807 from D1. Five burials 

contain bone skin-scrapers – thought to be used in leathermaking (Næss 1996:83) – B6807 

from D1, B6227-I, B6227-II and B6597 from D2b and B6763 dated broadly to C3/D – all apart 

from B6227-I cremation burials, and except in the case of B6227-I not associated with textile-

making tools. However, certain reservations are maintained about drawing conclusions from 

this, as they are made of bone, and therefore would disintegrate in inhumation burials without 

exceptional conditions for preservation. Burials with textile- and leathermaking tools are 

weighted towards D2b, with eight burials from this period. Two are from C3, one from C3/D1, 

three from D1, one from D1/D2a (five in total from the 5th century). Knives are found in a 

variety of contexts, not apparently grouped with any particular types of artefacts. They are 

found singly or in multiples, are regarded as personal tools. Their numbers increase in the 6th 

century, but are distributed across the three centuries. Fire-lightling tools consist of fire-steels, 

fire-striking stones and whetstones – the form and function of the two latter sometimes 

overlap or are conflated (Næss 1996:80-81) – and girdle stones. The material contains 30 fire-

lighting tools in total – 12 whetstones/fire-striking stones, 12 girdle stones, 6 fire-steels. 

Securely dated girdle stones are later – only found in burials dated to D2a/D2b (one) and D2b 

(four). Three burials dated broadly to C3/D also contain girdle stones. It is posited as likely that 

these burials are also from the period D2a-D2b, as these are the only periods where they are 

otherwise found in this material. Girdle stones are found with weaponry in three out of the eight 
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burials where they appear – one burial from D2b which contained two spears, and two burials 

broadly dated to C3/D which each contained a single arrow – the first, B6227-III is an 

inhumation burial, the latter two, B124,125,388 and B4923-I, are cremations. Also notable is 

B6227-II, the only burial where a girdle stone co-occurs with a skin-scraper (elaborated on in 

chapter 6). Fire-steels are distributed broadly temporally. Two fire-steels are found in burials 

dated to D1, one from D2a/D2b, two from D2b, and one dated broadly to C3/D. 

Whetstones/fire-striking stones occur across the 4th-6th century, but are most common in 

D2b.One is from C3, one is from D1, one is from D2a/D2b and eight are from five burials from 

D2b, with one containing four, and the rest one. Although fire-lighting tools are found in a 

variety of burials across the 4th-6th century, the co-occurrence of multiple fire-lighting tools 

form a group, discussed in chapter 5 

• Other:  gaming pieces, bear claws, boats, other miscellany 

Artefact that could not be categorised within the four above categories are gaming 

pieces, bear claws, and artefacts which I have categorised as miscellaneous, including 

clinchnails and rings. These are artefacts that cannot be easily categorised that occur in a small 

number of burials, as well as artefacts that are not easily identifiable, such as melted or 

disintegrated metal objects, small numbers of rivets, nails, and metal fittings, and materials such 

as birch-bark and wood, which may have been part of now-disintegrated artefacts or structures. 

Gaming pieces are usually made of bone, and are seen as symbols of the elite. The 

argument is that in the Iron Age gaming pieces (and dice and gaming boards) indicated 

“conspicuous leisure” – a pastime which required both esoteric knowledge and significant time 

for non-productive activity (Whittaker 2006:103). Gaming pieces have previously been thought 

of as masculine objects, but this has since been cast into doubt. Hanisch (2001), whose primary 

area of study is Hardanger, associates gaming pieces with elite individuals of “both” genders 

(Fredriksen 2006a:219; Hanisch 2001:87; Lillehammer 1996:76). In Voss and Hardanger, 

gaming pieces are found in three burials, all cremations, B4207, B6475 and B8200 – all 

associated with bear claws – all from the 5th century (elaborated on in chapter 6). 10 burials in 

the present material contain bear claws – where eight of these converge in a group discussed 

in the following chapters. Bear claws may indicate the presence of a bear hide which the 

deceased is wrapped in, and are considered to possibly be associated with shamanism 

(Skogstrand 2016:88-92). Three burials indicate the presence of boats in the mortuary process. 

These are early examples of a practice that becomes a more prominent features of burial in the 

late Iron Age (Næss 1996:84-85). B6227-II, cremation burial, contained 60 clinchnails and 12 

nails, indicating the presence of a boat (Næss 1996:138). B4923-I, a cremation burial dated to 
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C3/D based on a girdle stone, contained 15 clinchnails and 5 nails.  B4984, excavated by B.E.. 

Bendixen in 1893, contained one or two fragmented clinchnails. Clinchnails were not weighed 

in the cluster analysis, as they were thought too rare to be included in the already high number 

of variables. Even without being weighed, it can be observed that all are cremation burials, and 

two of the three (B6227-II and B4984) are from burials with bear claws. Rings are also regarded 

as miscellany, as many citations of “rings” in the material are given too little detail, and it is 

unclear whether these are finger-rings, carrying rings, or of unknown use. This is also the case 

for those rings that are listed as finger-rings, although these are discussed in connection with 

beads above. Two burials contain a thin bone plate (Hanisch 2001:F18; F21; Shetelig 1912:84) 

of unknown use.  Additionally, B379,1538 from D1 contained an oval, white stone deposited 

in the cist. B8791 from D1/D2a contained a Roman coin, a siliqua of Valentinian II. B6474 

from D2b contained a sea shell (Cyprina islandica). B124,125,388 dated to C3/D contained a 

small soapstone figurine in the shape of a stylised human bust. A significant number of burials 

additionally contain indeterminate metal artefacts, either destroyed by the pyre or disintegrated 

beyond identification, and/or disintegrated wood fragments. 

 

Figure 2 - The number of burials from Hardanger and Voss by period. 
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Figure 3 - Percentages of inhumation and cremation burials within each period. 

 

 

 

Figure 4 – The distribution of artefactual types in Voss and Hardanger, according to recorded period. 
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Figure 5 - Gendering of burials by different means. AS = gendering by artefact, OS = gendering by osteology. 

 

 

Figure 6 - The gendering of burials divided by period. 
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Chapter 5 – Grouping in the material 

The above having formed a picture of the material at hand, the groupings found in the 

material by the cluster analysis may be properly contextualised. 

5.1 Clusters 

As formalised data analysis, it’s difficult to reconcile a highly varied, and highly 

variously treated, material (Madsen 1988:8). It would therefore be expected to be more difficult 

to interpret the output. As the case may be, certain groupings – predicted and unpredicted – are 

clear. There are 66 contexts with 31 artefactual variables – as detailed above. The clustering 

used is a hierarchical agglomerative method of presentation (Baxter 2008:4, see figure 7 for 

dendrogram). The red boxes separate groups by “cutting” the dendrogram at a certain level and 

represents division with a certain “mesh” – if a higher number of groups had been chosen, a 

finer mesh of how the contexts group would be shown (Baxter 2008:6). I made the decision to 

cut the material into ten groups – this created clustering that is both legible and detailed – but 

not so finely meshed that the groupings are effectively meaningless. Interpretation of the 

resultant dendrograms are as subject to interpretation as any statistical result – but it may be 

argued that this material has been arranged by the clustering in a way which uncovers certain 

latent material relationships. 

The cluster analysis produced the following groupings (as seen in table 2 and figure 7): 

1. Burials with weaponry form a distinct group (9-10). Burials with weaponry additionally 

contain vessels, small numbers of items of personal adornment and fire-striking tools. They 

are all inhumations. This group has no burials containing imported artefacts, and is 

generally not conspicuous in artefactual display. The “exception” in this group is the double 

burial B6658. The above pattern is also apparent for burials with “high status” weapons – 

swords as well as weapon sets of sword, two spears, arrows, and shield. Weapons graves 

are weighted temporally towards D2b. Grouped with these weapons burials in the cluster 

analysis is B8588 – which, while containing no weaponry contained a girdle stone, scissors, 

whetstone, as well as four BSPs and a wooden vessel. As this burial was noted as disturbed 

by its excavator, it is possible that artefacts had been removed from it prior to excavation. 

2. The exception to 1. is burials with arrows and no other weaponry, and burials with swords 

and no other weaponry. 

3. Textile and leather-making tools group together (Group 7). These are, similar to weapons 

burials, all inhumations. Textile tools do not co-occur with weaponry. 
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4. The exceptions to the assertion in 3. of weaponry and textile tools as not co-occurring are 

B6658, previously interpreted as a double burial of two clearly separated individuals, which 

contained one spear belonging to the individual not associated with textile tools, and B7145, 

which contained three arrows. B7145 was disturbed when it was excavated by Shetelig – 

possibly looted in the 1800s – so it is difficult to contextualise securely, but it has previously 

been interpreted as likely multiple disturbed burials within one cist, as both cremation 

deposit and remains of textile was found (Næss 1996:153-154). In the cluster analysis, 

B7145 is still aligned within Group 7. I will also include the textile-tool burial in B6658 

with the textile tool burials, due to its overall similarity with the characteristics group. 

5. Burials with bear claws in this area form a distinct group (group 5) – associated with a 

particular set of characteristics – detailed below. One burial within this group, B4920, is not 

listed as containing bear claws. However, as this find was sent in by laypeople, and as it 

shares similarities with the other burial in the group – in addition to the bones sent in with 

the find having limited information attached and having since been lost – it can be stated as 

likely having been a bear claw burial (Næss 1996:154-155). 

6. Burials with multiple types of fire-lighting tools cluster together (group 6) – several of 

which include girdle stones. In inhumation burials, girdle stones are often found near the 

head of the deceased and rarely in the belt area. Adding the fact that no girdle stones in 

group 6 are found in combination with other belt accessories, it may be argued they mainly 

served the purpose of fire-lighting tool in this group (Hanisch 2001:56-57; Næss 1996:82). 

7. Burials defined primarily by items of personal adornment group together (Group 1-2, 4). 

8. A cremation burial containing a sword pommel, whetstone and melted lump of bronze found 

with cleaned, cremated bone in an overturned handled vessel (B5873, group 3) appears as 

a singleton between groups 2 and 4. 

9. There is a significant number of burials which cannot be securely classified by any 

homogeneity in characteristics – both inhumations and cremations – group 8. Some of these 

may similarly to groups 1-2 and 4 be argued to also primarily be defined by items of 

personal adornment, mainly in combination with vessels. 

Group Mus. No. Dating Treatment Artefacts 

1 

B732-33 D1/D2a inhumation two beads; crossheaded fibula; gold finger-ring  

B4338 D1/D2a cremation bronze crossheaded fibula  

2 

B742-44,49-

50  C3 inhumation bow fibula; six beads; sewing needle with needle-case 

B6474 D2b inhumation 

four bronze fibulae; glass bead; three clasps; D-shaped buckle; key (R161); sea shell 

(Cyprina islandica); iron ring; rivet 
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B6899  D2b cremation Two silver relief fibulae 

3 B5873 D2b cremation bronze sword pommel; whetstone; handled vessel; melted lump of bronze 

4 

B11623 C3/D1 inhumation 

three BSPs; handled vessel; wooden vessel; silver clasp; indeterminate iron and 

wood fragments  

B8791 D1/D2a inhumation a silver spiral clasps; Roman coin (siliqua of Valentinian II) 

B7607-I D1/D2a inhumation 

wooden vessel; button for a silver clasp; part of a spiral clasp; indeterminate iron 

fragments  

B7190 D2b inhumation wooden vessel; gilded silver clasp 

5 

B4920 D1 cremation 

BSP; sherd of second and third BSPs; part of a handled vessel; two composite bone 

combs; part of a round bone pin; flat bone pin; four glass beads; burnt lump of 

bronze 

B6807 D1 cremation 

BSP; handled vessel; indeterminate ceramic vessel fragments; lump of melted glass; 

two ornamented flat bone pins; fragments of a round bone pin; two iron spindle 

shafts and one hook; metal sewing needle; bone comb;  two iron spindle shafts; 

skin-scraper; awl-shaped strike-a-light; two lumps of melted bronze; 9 bear claws 

B4207  D1 cremation 

Westland cauldron; sherds of glass vessel; indeterminate ceramic sherds; two round 

bone pins, one with bronze rivet; fragments of at least two bone combs; fragments 

of at least 15 gaming pieces; small ornamented bone plate; birch bark; 6 bear claws 

B6475 D1/D2a cremation 

BSP sherds; vessel with same shape as R361; fragment of a fire-damaged bone 

comb; half of a bone gaming piece; round red bead; two arrowheads; iron knife 

fragments; indeterminate iron fragments; 4 bear claws 

B8200 D1/D2a cremation 

small sherds of BSP; crossheaded fibula fragment; fragments of bone comb, one 

whole and three half gaming pieces; 7-8 bear claws 

B6227-II D2b cremation 

BSP; fragments of two flat bone pins; fragments of two combs; fragment of silver 

ring; fragments of at least two clasps; several bronze pins; thick ring; three buckles; 

various belt fittings; clay spindle whorl; skin-scraper; indeterminate bone tool 

fragments; oval girdle stone; whetstone; 60 clinchnails; 12 nails; 10 whole and 5 

fragmented bear claws 

B6597  D2b cremation 

Westland cauldron, three combs, two clasps, belt fittings, skin-scraper, two pieces of 

fire-damaged rock crystal, found in the Westland cauldron among the bones, 7 bear 

claws 

B7608 D cremation 

bone comb fragments; oval buckle with leather fragments attached; indeterminate 

Iron fragment; 3 bear claws 

B6763 C3/D cremation 

BSP sherds; sherds of ceramic vessel, shape like R361; fragments of one or two flat 

bone pins; fragments of bone comb; fragments of skin-scraper; two drops of melted 

bronze; fragment of thin bone plate; resin luting; 5 bear claws 

6 

B9608 D2b inhumation BSP; two beads; girdle stone; whetstone  

B4923-II D2b cremation two BSPs; girdle stone; whetstone; fire-steel 

B8904-10503 C3/D cremation three girdle stones  

B4923-I C3/D cremation 

sherds of an indeterminate ceramic vessel; arrowhead; girdle stone; whetstone; fire-

steel; iron ring; 5 seams; 15 clinchnails; slag; iron fragments  
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B124,125,388  C3/D cremation BSP; arrowhead; three girdle stones; soapstone figurine  

7 

B5638 C3 inhumation three BSPs; iron fibula (type R240); stone spindle whorl; whetstone  

B7373 C3/D1 inhumation BSP; soapstone spindlewhorl 

B6919 D1 inhumation Part of a BSP; bronze pin; soapstone spindle whorl; whetstone  

B6409 D1 inhumation 

BSP; handled vessel; fragments of a glass vessel; vortekar; non-diagnosible ceramic 

vessel; ceramic cup; fragments of one or multiple silver clasps and possibly 

additional jewellery; bronze cross-headed fibula, iron weaving batten with 

fragments of wooden handle and round discs at either end of the handle; fragments 

of a knife with silver ferrule; awl-shaped strike-a-light;fire-striking stone; stone 

spindle whorl; clay spindle whorl; resin luting; eight iron fragments which may have 

belonged to a box; three iron fragments which may have been an additional knife or 

weaving batten; iron hook of unknown use; textile fragment; birch bark; charcoal 

B7607-II D1/D2a inhumation 

a wooden vessel; indeterminate bronze fibula pin; bronze pin; beads; button for a 

silver clasp; pair of spiral clasps; clay spindle whorl; indeterminate iron fragment  

B7145 D2b inhumation 

BSP; two small fragments of handled vessel; fibula of "unusual" type; black glass 

bead; three arrows; fragments of two knives; iron spindle whorl; silver foil; bronze 

fragment possibly of a ring; iron awl; iron rivet; iron fittings with wood fragments 

attached; half of an iron ring; resin luting 

B6809 D2b inhumation 

Sherds of a BSP; two wooden vessels; three bronze fibulae; two silver buttons for 

clasps; a knife; a soapstone spindle whorl; a belt ring and two keys 

B14491  D2b inhumation BSP; clasp; soapstone spindle whorl 

B5637 D2b inhumation 

BSP; bronze crossheaded fibula; relief-brooch copy fibula; one clay and one 

soapstone spindle whorl; as well as some lost material, including multiple fibula and 

a copper vessel 

8 

B4985 C3 cremation 

BSP sherds; large ceramic vessel; "possibly more ceramic vessels"; a knife; slag; iron 

fragments 

B10799 C3 inhumation 

BSP sherds; fragments of metal pin; fragments of a sword; iron rivet; indeterminate 

iron tool; indeterminate iron fragments which may have been a knife; iron rivet; 

wood fragments; indeterminate iron fragments 

B13141 C3/D1 cremation two BSPs; a bead; and an indeterminate iron fragment  

B11110 C3/D1 inhumation part of half a BSP; a wooden vessel; iron knife (R146) 

B6714 C3/D1 cremation BSP sherd; iron pin 

B5707 D1 inhumation 

BSP sherd; soapstone vessel; annular fibula; 20 glass beads; 21 amber beads; one 

bronze and one  iron ring 

B379,1538 D1 inhumation three BSP sherds; oval, white stone  

B12368 D1 inhumation BSP; four sherds of another BSP 

B5733 D1/D2a inhumation 

two BSPs; sherds of two additional BSPs; three crossheaded fibulae; bronze pin; two 

iron knives  

B5768 D1/D2a cremation sherds of two BSPs; handled vessel; bronze buckle 

B3542 D2a inhumation BSP sherds; knife; possible iron nail; two rune stones  
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B10299 D2b cremation 

BSP sherd; handled vessel sherd; bronze rivet; possible annular fibula; two small, flat 

bronze fragments; triangle-shaped iron fragment 

B4156 D2a/D2b cremation BSP  

6227-I D2b inhumation 

BSP; melon-shaped black-burnt glass bead; iron weaving batten with wooden 

handle; small silver plate of unknown use; indeterminate bone tool, possibly a 

second weaving batten; skin-scraper; resin luting; textile fragments; birch bark 

B14492 D2b cremation two BSPs; comb; indeterminate iron and bronze fragments  

B5693 D2b cremation BSP sherd; 4 bear claws 

B4376 D2b inhumation two BSPs; bronze ring; fragments of three arrowheads; fragments of a knife 

B7837 D inhumation 

BSP; "many" sherds of second BSP; fragments of wooden vessel; iron buckle; four 

arrowheads; knife with fragments of wooden handle; two iron nails; fragment of 

iron fittings; birch bark 

B351-53 C3/D cremation 5 BSPs - 2 are complete, 3 are sherds; part of a handled vessel 

B4984 C3/D cremation 

BSP sherds; sherds of uncedorated vessel, thin, black fabric; iron tweezers, two 

fragments of 1-2 iron clinchnails; indeterminate iron fragments; charcoal; tooth 

(lost); 3 bear claws 

9 

B5859 D inhumation two spears 

B6808 D inhumation two fragments of a sword with wooden sheath; spearhead 

10 

B6349 D1 inhumation 

BSP sherd; fragments of a wooden vessel made of yew; sword with remains of 

sheath; two spears; two arrows; fragments of a shield boss; scissors with wooden 

handle 

B9373 D1 inhumation 

BSP sherd; handled vessel; gold finger-ring; small bronze buckle; D-shaped buckle; 

belt fittings; small bronze carrying-ring; bronze appliqué; bronze clasp; sword 

fragment; spear; knife; curved knife; indeterminate iron fragment; animal hair 

B5639 D1/D2a inhumation BSP fragments; two spears 

B8588 D2a/D2b inhumation 

sherds of four BSPs; belt fittings; iron scissors; three iron knives; fire-steel; girdle 

stone; whetstone; wooden vessel; slag; indeterminate iron fragments 

B9995 D2b inhumation 

BSP; buckle; sword; two spears; four arrowheads; shield boss; buckle; axe; two 

knives; strike-a-light; two whetstones; scissors 

B739-

41,46,51 D2b inhumation sword; three spears; five arrowheads; shield boss; axe; tweezers 

B6227-III D2b inhumation BSP; spear; knife; girdle stone; strike-a light; wood; birch-bark 

B3675 D2b inhumation BSP; handled vessel; three spears; axe; scissors; textile fragments 

B6473 D2b inhumation BSP; wooden vessel; clasp; buckle; belt fittings; two spears; knife; scissors; tweezers 

B5407 D2b inhumation BSP; fragment of a second BSP; two spears; scissors with remains of wooden case 

B6658 D2b inhumation 

two BSPs; two crossheaded fibulae; equal-armed fibula; fibula cited as of the same 

type as Shetelig 1916/17fig.29-32; spearhead; axe; short sax; two knives; one with 

fragments of wooden handle; stone spindle whorl; scissors; belt ring with key; 

textile fragments 

Table 2 – Grouping of the burials resulting from the cluster analysis. The description of a type as a number 

beginning with R refers to the catalogue Rygh 1885. 
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The 13 burials defined by weaponry (groups 9-10), here referred to as weapons burials, 

are characterised by any combination of one or multiple weapons, scissors, tweezers, fire-

striking tools, and few or no items of personal adornment. B6658, the only burial in this group 

with fibulae, is a double burial where the fibulae are found through their placement in the cist 

to not be associated with the person to whom the weaponry belonged. Two burials which fall 

into this group has been osteologically sexed. In B8588, an inhumation burial from D2a/D2b, 

the “femur or tibia” of a male is catalogued. Other skeletal remains, including a complete 

cranium, were sent for additional examination at the University of Oslo, but have since been 

lost (Næss 1996:132-133). B6473 is an inhumation burial from D2b, which is cited to have 

contained the remains of an “old man” (Næss 1996:135). 

Six burials contain swords – which have traditionally been considered the foremost 

symbol of the warrior. However, in this material, swords are, together with arrows, the type 

least strongly correlated with other types of weaponry. B10799, an inhumation burial from C3, 

contained fragments of an iron sword, alongside sherds of a BSP, a metal pin, a knife and a 

number of iron and wood fragments, while B5873, a cremation burial from D2b, contained a 

sword pommel as well as a melted lump of bronze and a whetstone mixed in with cleaned, 

cremated bone in an upturned handled vessel. B6475, a cremation burial from the 4th century 

(D1/D2a) contained one arrowhead, alongside bear claws, a bone comb, half of a gaming piece, 

and vessels. Two similar burials - B4923-I and B124,125,388 – which both contained multiple 

fire-lighting tools, each contained one arrowhead. Two inhumations from D2b - B7145 with 

multiple fibulae and textile-making tools, and B4376, with two BSPs, a bronze ring, and 

fragments of a knife, both contained three arrowheads each. B7837, an inhumation dated 

broadly to the Migration period, which contained no items of personal adornment, but remains 

of two BSP; fragments of a wooden vessel, an iron buckle, a knife, two iron nails, fragment of 

iron fittings, and birch bark, also contained four arrows – six burials with arrowheads do not 

contain any other weaponry, against three weapons burials with arrowheads. 

While textile tool burials and weaponry burials are clearly correlated in that they are the 

clearest groupings of material expression related to the inhumation of articulated skeletons – as 

well as being displayed as oppositional burial types in the multiple burials B6227 and B6658, 

they display slightly different temporalities. While the weight on weapons burial are towards 

the 6th century, textile tool burials are more evenly distributed across the 5th-6th century. 

Group 7 is a cluster of 9 burials defined by the presence of one or multiple textile-

making tools, in combination with one or multiple items of personal adornment (apart from one 

burial, B7373, with only a BSP and a soapstone spindle whorl). All are inhumations. This group 
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is weighed towards D2b, but has a somewhat wider distribution than weapons burials. It is my 

position that B6227-I and one of the burials from B6658, while placed in group 8 and 10 

respectively, belong in this group. The reason why B6227-I was not categorised with the textile-

tool burials is likely because its textile-making tool is a weaving batten – which one other burial 

contained – in addition to which may be listed and a skin-scraper, a tool that is not generally 

associated with the textile tool group, but thought to be used in leathermaking. The other four 

burials with skin-scrapers in this material are all bear claw burials. This may be due to 

circumstances of preservation. As B6227-I was covered by B6227-II – a cremation patch, which 

also contained a skin-scraper – it was well-preserved enough for bone tools to survive. One of 

the buried in the double burial B6658 may qualify as a textile-tool burial because of the multiple 

fibulae and stone spindle whorl found associated with one of the bodies, which follows the 

characteristics of group 7. With the inclusion of B6658, two of the three burials with keys falls 

into this group. The last is placed in group 2 (B6474) – an inhumation burial containing four 

bronze fibulae, a glass bead, three clasps, a D-shaped buckle, a key of the type R161, a Cyprina 

islandica shell, an iron ring and a rivet – but no textile-making tools. All are from D2b. 

The 9 burials in group 5 are united by the presence of bear claws, ranging in amounts 

from 3-15. This group is unified by the association of particular artefact types – Westland 

cauldrons, glass vessels, bone pins, combs, gaming pieces – which are mainly or solely found 

in this group, as well as by the appearance of textile-making tools in cremation burials and the 

combination of artefact groups that are not combined in burials outside this group. Both 

Westland cauldron burials, and two out of three burials with glass vessels are from this group. 

The hair coiffure sets, represented by multiple bone pins in combination with one or multiple 

combs, appear in five of nine bear claw burials – and are not found outside the group in this 

material. Combs appear in every burial in this group – only one other bone comb has been found 

in this material, in the cremation burial in Sakrishaugen (Randers 1988). Two of the burials 

contain a thin bone plate or applique (Hanisch 2001:F18; F21; Shetelig 1912:84) – an artefact 

type found in no other burials from this material. Their use is unknown. Two of the three burials 

in this material containing clinchnails, indicating the presence of a boat on the pyre, contain 

bear claws, although one of these falls outside group 5, and instead into the non-specified group 

8 – B4984. This burial is interestingly also the only burial outside the weapons burial groups to 

contain a pair of tweezers. Belt fittings, and girdle stone in one case, are found with skin-

scrapers in two of these burials (B6227-II; B6597), artefact categories which do not occur 

together outside this group. Interestingly, both of these are from the 6th century – in fact, in this 
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group burials from each period cluster most closely together. All cremation burials with 

osteologically sexed skeletons are from this group (detailed in 4.6). 

A cluster also forms around cremation burials with multiple types of fire-lighting tools 

and few other artefacts. Four out of five burials in this group are cremation burials. 

Burials which are primarily defined by items of personal adornment, with few other 

artefacts, cluster together (group 1-2,4). These have variously been investigated by 

professionals and laypeople, in multiple cases the contexts were excavated following their 

discovery by farm owners – from the mid-1800s to the 1930s – apart from B11623, which was 

excavated by Bjørn Myhre. The description of some of the burials in this group 

(B8791,B11623,B6474,7607-I,B7190) as disturbed or “robbed”, combined with the description 

in multiple of these of sedimentary fill within the burial, it may be posited either that some 

burials in this group indicate a continuous engagement with specific burial contexts through 

time in the early Iron Age, where material was added perhaps extracted (Hanisch 2001:F17,F27; 

Næss 1996:131-132,134-137,142,144-146,156-157,159), or that they may have simply been 

disturbed between discovery and excavation. Additionally, as the Sakrishaug burials 

demonstrate, even a professionally examined or excavated burial from the late 1800s or early 

1900s may be inadequately investigated, which may leave incomplete information on their 

artefacts (Randers 1988).  

Somewhat of an exception in this grouping is B5873 – while it clusters between groups 

1-2 and 4, it can both be considered a closed context – as material found inside an upturned 

handled vessel – but it is also a rare cremation burial containing remains of a sword – a pommel 

– alongside a whetstone, and a melted lump of bronze, and cremated bone. It appears that all of 

the artefacts, including the vessel, was on the pyre. B5873 is unique in this material, and it is 

immediately apparent that this burial is engaged in material relationships different from the 

majority of burials with swords from this material. 
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Figure 7 – Dendrogram of the average linkage cluster analysis of the presence and absence of 31 

artefactual categories in all 66 burials, using Jaccard’s coefficient. The cluster analysis was conducted in R x64 

3.6.1.  
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Chapter 6 – Discussion 

The first section of the discussion takes stock of gender categorisation as a function of 

analysis. Following this will be a discussion on the material based on grouping from relative 

difference between burials. The cluster analysis distributes most saliently into three 

overcodings – converging processes of mortuary re-territorialisation – related to bear claws 

(group 5), textile tools (group 7), and weaponry (group 9-10). These will be discussed in turn, 

following which will be a discussion on the burial from this material where all of these three 

types appear together – B6227-I-III. 

 

6.1 The tree - categorisation 

The presupposition of certain categories, male and female, which delimit the 

possibilities of identity configuration (Butler 2007:12; Foucault 2002) is deeply embedded in 

research practices. Categorisation is arborescent – it seeks a predetermined origin of a given 

result. The possibilities and limitations of research on gender in the 4th-6th century is built on 

this arboresence. Deleuze and Guattari (2013:19) states that “Here in the West, the tree has 

implanted itself in our bodies, rigidifying and stratifying [even] the sexes” – meaning that the 

arborescent, biunivocal sex and gender categories are produced in specific ways which connect 

with social relations of institutionalised power. It can be observed that gender categorisation 

follows closely the practices set up by Binford (1971), despite criticism that material expression 

in burial may communicate in ways that subvert expectation, only changing from those 

criticisms by becoming seen as indication of an “ideal”, with the contents of their meaning and 

through which functions they are interpreted remaining much the same, whether this is seen to 

reflect actual roles or virtual personae. 

In the act of categorising gender through artefacts, gender is spatialised – the artefacts 

of mortuary assemblages are de-territorialised, imbued with fixed meaning, and re-

territorialized as gender-markers. This relates to the three trends within research on this period 

outlined in chapter 3 – the hegemony of individual artefact categories within interpretation, the 

strong focus on masculinised power and political leadership, which must be identified through 

artefactual categories associated with male individuals, and the role of burial contexts in 

achieving this identification. 

The categorisation of gender produces possibilities and limits of knowledge, and 

knowledge is inseparable from the power relations producing it. As Butler (2007:12) puts it, 

“these limits are always set within the terms of a hegemonic cultural discourse predicated on 
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binary structures that appear as the language of universal rationality”. The interesting point in 

the case of current discourse around gender within archaeology, is that categorisation is at one 

level acknowledged as conditioned by our society’s ontology (Fredriksen 2006a; Hjørungdal 

1999; Moen 2019a; 2019b; Wiker 2001), but simultaneously adhered to, qualified by the 

reflexivity of the researcher (Berggren 2000:41; Ghisleni et al 2019). While objections have 

been raised to the essentialist bias of past works, and gender expression outside a binary 

structure even being argued, the manner by which gender functions in analysis has not changed 

in any significant way – what is criticised in theory is maintained in practice (Moen 2019b:209-

210).  

One reason for this may be that considering gender through binaries is perceived to 

afford us the ability to make meaningful statements about identity in the past (Foucault 

2002:162). If gender is not binarised, identification becomes more unpredictable, and it 

ostensibly becomes more difficult to interpret patterns within the material. 

Another reason, both proposed by Butler (2007) and illustrated in her discussion on the 

intersex person Herculine Barbin, is that it is adhered to because binary gender is so 

fundamental to how we in our society understand ourselves and others, it is difficult to fully 

internalise as artificial (Moen 2019b:208). Butler’s confusing use of (essentially feminine) 

pronouns when discussing Barbin, despite stating that Barbin was assigned female at birth but 

identified as male, as well as references to Barbin’s “biological doubleness” (Butler 2007:134) 

illustrates that the gender binary’s ability to classify gender collapses at the limits of its extent. 

The simple point is made that if you begin by bifurcating the material, then you can 

never escape this bifurcation – even when arguing the possibility of diversity. You will always 

continue to redefine relationships between oppositional entities (Marshall and Alberti 2014:22). 

This was the fatal flaw in using queer studies to describe the early Iron Age. A gender cannot 

be meaningfully described only by lack of conformity to other genders. 

The mechanism of the discursive construction of binary gender categorisation of the 

early Iron Age, and the roles associated with it, is helpfully understood through Deleuze and 

Guattari’s concept of faciality. The active, external, public male and the passive, internal, 

domestic female (Moen 2019b:210) are embodied in the male warrior and the female Lady of 

the House. The biunivocal signification and subjectivation of the Face constructed in this is 

predicated on what we perceive as expected patterns of gendered behaviour. The point made is 

that not only does this define gender expression in limited terms, it sanctions gender as 

normative categories of the modern era. As the artefacts pass into this signifying economy 

within interpretation, gender norms of the modern era are smuggled in (Moen 2019b) – 
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demonstrated in the articulation of the housewife and the warrior. Male identity is through the 

practices of gender categorisation, and the interpretation that artefacts represent or symbolise a 

gendered role innately tied to political power, and the exertion of political power through 

violence. Female identity is tied to domestic activities, and the stability and perpetuation of 

domestic life. This interpretive pattern runs through both the early and late Iron Age, and has 

previously been criticised, although mainly within the study of the late Iron Age (Arwill-

Norbladh 1998; Moen 2019a:63-112). Arwill-Norbladh (1998) argues that the gender roles 

constructed for the Viking Age is a perpetuation of Victorian gender roles. Moen (2019a) has 

recently extensively argued, based on the Kaupang cemeteries and in light of recent research 

on gender in the late Iron Age, that Viking Age women’s position and status has a weaker basis 

than previously presented, and that objects which relate to agency and power, such as political 

leadership and trade, are also present in female burials. While both Kristoffersen (2000:138-

139) and Hanisch (2001:80-81) relate the Lady of the House role to possible cultic or diplomatic 

power, this is clearly always relative to or contingent on a male presence. 

Confronted with anything that does not fit within this binary, it becomes necessary to 

generate successive types – in order of their divergence from the biunivocal relationship. If 

acceptance of an entity that conforms to the binary relation is the first order, then tolerance is 

the second type, rejection being the third (Deleuze and Guattari 2013:207-208). Gender outside 

the binary is far from unheard of within ethnographic research, nor archaeological discourse. 

While it may be suggested theoretically, when confronted with such possibilities within the 

data, it is conceived of as “transformations”, “ambiguous” gender, or a ”free-floating signifier”, 

indicating a performance or transmutation which masks their “true gender” (Fowler 2004:44; 

Fredriksen 2006a; Wiker 2001). In this sex is predicated as biological and gender as cultural, 

and through this the biological male and female are presented as primary to all others. 

Archaeologists, such as may laud the presentation of “male”, “female”, and “specified others”, 

but there is always a gap, if unintentionally, between the male and female, and the “specified 

others” (see for instance Fredriksen 2006a; Moen 2019a). Semiotics of identity divergent from 

the biunivocal categories may be conditionally tolerated as the enactment of a performance, but 

this is secondary to being accepted the same way a perception of embodiment is. 

We may also consider so-called indeterminate burials. This label not only signifies 

something that is not, something that falls between the cracks of our ability to identify, but also 

therefore invokes a strong sense that these cannot be understood to engage in meaningful 

expression, because they do not conform to a predetermined type of meaningful expression. 

This is a fundamental issue with binary categorisation - it forces classification within limited 
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terms, and any inability to conform to these limited terms is framed as a lack. The attitudes 

towards regarding men, women and “others” are functions of reflexive, secondary relations 

within the discourse, which does not touch on the primary relation – that we live in a society 

predicated on binary gender structures, and that, as basic functions of self-understanding, we 

perpetuate these structures both in our own lives and in research. Additional to this is the 

articulating authority given by the established role of binary categorisation, embedded in 

research practices. If the analytical practice of dividing material as inherently male or female 

artefacts is not eschewed, interpretation will remain of limited explanatory power. 

Of course, in both the past and the present gender is articulated socially. Resistance to 

binarized categorisation is not resistance to the idea that within a given society, gender will be 

overcoded with systems of identification (Jenkins 2004:76). From reviewing the material, it is 

clear that groupings are present, as elaborated on in chapter 5, and there is an argument for at 

least some of these groupings being connected to gender. However, groupings are never 

absolute or necessarily predictable. As touched on in the research history (Chapter 3) and in the 

chapter on the material (Chapter 4), the degree of regional variation is high, and much of the 

material resists cross-regional interpretive patterns (see for instance Skogstrand (2016) and her 

discussion on the relationship between weaponry and bear claws in Eastern Norway, 

Kristoffersen’s (2000) and Berg’s (2013) discussion on the gendered role of keys in Western 

and Inland burials, Wiker’s (2001) discussion on the varying mortuary contexts gold bracteates 

have been found in, and Lillehammer (1996) for discussion on the regional uniqueness of 

Rogaland county). It is clear from these examples that the material resists the hegemonic 

binarization perpetuated in discourse. 

As Linstead and Pullen (2006) have presented, the ways in which systems of 

identification form are historically and socially contingent. This is, as I argue, dependent on 

relations of personhood, and of power. To attempt to see gender in the past through its own set 

of relations, I aim in the following section to discuss the relationships between personhood and 

artefactual presentation – interpretation of meaningful expression focusing on difference. 

 

6.2 The rhizome – meaning from difference 

What is meant by deriving meaning from difference, in the context of this dissertation, 

is that meaning interpreted from these burials should come from the differential relationships 

constituted in them, not through the external imposition of identity on individual elements, 

extended to the total context (Hamilakis and Jones 2017:79). When the mortuary contexts of 
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4th-6th century Voss and Hardanger are described statistically, outside of the presupposed 

parameters of a male/female bifurcation of gender-markers, a number of interesting patterns 

emerge. 

It can be observed, for instance, that a burial with a girdle stone in combination with 

multiple other fire-lighting tools differentiates itself from a burial with a girdle stone, bear claws 

and a skin-scraper, or a burial with a girdle stone and weaponry. A collection of cleaned, 

cremated bone with a whetstone and a sword pommel in an overturned vessel engages in 

different relationships from an articulated skeleton with a set of sword, spears, arrows and 

shield. One artefactual category does not supersede others in order of meaning – the interaction 

conditions the expression. This means that artefacts express different things based on the 

relationships they form with elements from its environment, and have the ability to transform 

with those other elements in constituting mortuary identity (Berdetto 2017:795, cf Hjørundal 

1999). 

A full discussion on all the characteristics observed in the cluster analysis of this 

material would require much more space than is available, so I will focus on the three clearest 

groupings, which I argue connect to gender expression. Revisiting the concept of 

performativity, I have established that the performance of gender – which can be thought of as 

an ontological understanding of identity made material – is dependent on the embodiment of 

the signified subject on one end, or situational enactment of polyvocal non-subject on the other. 

These two understandings may be more helpfully thought of as two ends of a spectrum, as it 

has been established that polyvocal enactment may exist alongside the embodied subject – as 

is the case with, for instance, the NA two-spirit today (Pilling 1997). 

These two ends connect to what I argue to be the three most salient groups in this 

material – bear claw burials, a group of cremation burials with an emphasis on the 5th century, 

and weapons burials and textile-tool burials with an emphasis mainly on the 6th century. Within 

these three groups, a close relationship is implied between artefactual composition of the burial, 

and embodiment through mortuary treatment. This I argue, based on my theoretical 

understanding that personhood is coded through the body (or bodies), and identity is coded 

through artefacts, form presentations of gender. These expressions do not constitute categories, 

meaning they do not form distinctions by which the totality of the material can be interpreted, 

but can be understood as overcodings. These are convergences of expression in the relationship 

between treatment of the body and the way the body is presented artefactually, which come 

together with assemblages of power to overcode the mortuary body, de-territorialising it as a 

decaying organism and re-territorialising it within a social understanding of meaning.  
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The argument has been given previously that inhumation and cremation may present 

fundamentally different ways of perceiving the person (Hjørungdal 1999; Mansrud 2004; 2006; 

2008). The individual, an indivisible and unitary being, is embodied while the composite 

dividual or deconstructed person is enacted (Brück 1995; Fowler 2004:8,16; Hjørungdal 1999; 

Mansrud 2004; 2006; 2008). 

Cremation burial of the kind represented in Voss and Hardanger – disarticulated bones 

gathered and mingled, then deposited – disrupts the familiar relationship between body and 

individual identity – connecting bodies instead to other bodies, both human and animal. The 

highly varied amount of skeletal material in cremation burials (see 4.6) has previously been 

remarked on (Mansrud 2004; 2006; 2008; Skogstrand 2016), and the broad consensus seems to 

be that only a portion of the complete skeleton was selected for burial and deposited. Mansrud 

(2006) suggests that burials were distributed among multiple locations, and that distribution 

and co-mingling of skeletal material is a situational enactment of non-subjectivised or dividual 

personhood. 

The majority of cremation burials in Voss and Hardanger are cremation patches. In the 

process of forming these, pyre debris is gathered and distributed in patches – smoothing the 

skeletal and artefactual substances as they are enacted within various relations, where the 

meanings in the connections they form are not fixed, but situational. Bodies and artefacts 

comingled become multidimensional constellations of substances (Deleuze and Guattari 

2013:206; cf Manrud 2006). Just as is depicted in Migration period iconography (Mansrud 

2006:148-149, see also Hedeager 1997; Kristoffersen 1995; Mansrud 2008), which is variously 

referred to by Siv Kristoffersen as transformational (Kristoffersen 1995) or hybrid 

(Kristoffersen 2010) expression, and by Lotte Hedeager as transcendental (Hedeager 2004) or 

“split bodies” (Hedeager 2010). All of these terms would imply a set of unitary states, and seem 

to change with time from states that are moved between, to elements that are combined within 

iconographic depiction. The polyvocal, as I establish it, differentially sees these expressions as 

a multitude of simultaneous becomings. It does not combine or move between because these is 

no permanent state – the expressions are continuously situationally enacted. 

The converse of this would be the embodied inhumation burial. However, the distinction 

between inhumation and cremation is not absolute. It has previously been remarked that 

mortuary processes, more widely, are made up of protracted collective action (Dahl 2016; 

Gansum 2004). The secondary deposition of pyre debris, as well as the fragmentation of 

skeletons and of vessels, the selection and cleaning of skeletal elements prior to deposition, and 

the continuous engagement with burial locations over significant periods of time as well as the 
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account of burials from groups 1,2 and 4 as “disturbed”, or possibly continuously interacted 

with or secondarily deposited – all of these things indicate interactive and protracted 

relationships with mortuary material (Hanisch 2001; Næss 1996). 

As will be elaborated on in 6.4, the most significant distinction in mortuary treatment 

may be temporal – in the difference between the 4th-5th and 6th century. Into the 6th century, 

mortuary expression becomes increasingly congealed in associations between specific forms of 

material expression – textile-tool burials and weapons burials – with articulated, individually 

delineated bodies, which enforces the classification of embodied identities (Deleuze and 

Guattari 2013:199-204; see Fredriksen 2006a; Wiker 2001 for similar arguments).  

 

6.3 Polyvocality 

The Face is nowhere to be seen in the bear claw burials (group 5) of Voss and Hardanger, 

concentrated in the 5th century. They are smooth – polyvocal – a situated, enacted economy of 

expression. It can be said to present the almost direct physical manifestation of the non-

facialised. The burials within this group converge materially in a consistency of enacted 

processes, while it integrates material expression that extends outside it. This group combines 

artefactual categories only combined within this group, as well as entangling bodies – human 

and animal – in shattered dimensions of material flows. 

Polyvocal matter-flow is most particularly indicated by the cremated remains - the 

mixing of cremated remains from the remains of multiple humans and animals is a practice 

closely associated with bear claw cremation burials. The fact that only burials with bear claws 

have been osteologically examined and sexed in this material, may cast doubt on how particular 

this practice is to that group. However, in Per Holck’s systematic examination of cremated bone 

from the Bronze and Iron Age from Eastern and Southern Norway, it can be demonstrated that 

co-mingling of multiple skeletons is only performed in certain burials, and that the vast majority 

of these burials contain bear claws. In the case of multiple skeletons where detail is provided in 

these burials, as well as in Holck’s study, there are two, anatomically differentiated skeletons 

(Holck 1986). In the case of  B6807, a burial from group 5, only one skeleton was noted, where 

it was interpreted by Per Holck as possibly male. Interestingly, Hanisch (2001:F34) 

nevertheless interprets the burial as female based on the presence of spindle hooks, a sewing 

needle and a hair coiffure set of two flat and one round bone pin. The practice of privileging 

artefacts over skeletal material is a common one (Gowland and Knüsel 2009:xi; see also 

Berseneva 2012). It appears significant that the one burial possibly sexed directly in 
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contradiction with expectation is from this group – this burial would provide an interesting case 

for further analysis. 

It may also be noted, without veering completely into speculation, that if one were 

looking for “smooth” artefact types, continuously situationally enacted in differential relations, 

one may look at gaming pieces (referenced in this regard by Deleuze and Guattari 2013:411), 

arrows, imports such as Westland cauldrons and glass vessels, and boats. This interpretation 

can be compared to Hjørungdal’s (1999) understanding of cremation burials in Westland 

cauldrons with gaming pieces, combs and spindle whorls as a metaphor of regeneration and 

travel between worlds – which similarly suggest an interpolating role in some of these artefacts. 

This interpretive pattern of journey and regeneration is also enacted by Fredriksen (2006a:277-

280) in his interpretation of B6807 as a shamanistic burial, as a “floating signifier”. 

Anja Mansrud, citing Howard Williams, relates cremation practices to shamanistic rites 

– a process of death, destruction, and re-configuration into a new, shamanistic body (Mansrud 

2006:140, see also Hjørungdal 1999). Shamanism is then this group indicated not merely by 

the polyvocality of comingled bodies, but also by two specific artefactual categories – bear 

claws, as well as hair coiffure sets. 

Bear claws are found in a variety of mortuary contexts across what is now Norway – in 

both cremation and inhumation burials, associated with a wide range of artefacts (see 

Skogstrand 2016) – something that is, to an extent, demonstrated in the different groups certain 

burials with bear claws enter. In this material, however, bear claws have been demonstrated to 

primarily engage in highly particular material relationships, some of which do not extend 

outside the group. This practice is associated with a magic or cosmological belief, indication of 

a transformation or ritual equivalence between the deceased and the bear, which in many 

circumpolar societies that practice shamanism is a sacred animal due to its ability to “die” and 

be “resurrected” through hibernation (Hedeager 2004:241; Skogstrand 2016:88-92; Jørgensen 

2003:70-71). As part of the circumpolar shamanistic tradition, the bear is also sacred among 

the Sámi, the Indigenous people of Northern Norway. Bears, further, have many humanoid 

characteristics – it is plantigrade, it can walk on its hind legs, and the cries of its cubs sounds 

like a human child (Hedeager 2011:91-92). Fredriksen (2006a:278-279) associates bear claws 

in burials from Hardanger with shamanism in the context of both soul-journeys within seid and 

hamskifte (shape-changing) from the Icelandic literature – both of which can be identified with 

the circumpolar shamanistic tradition. He sees the bear claw burials, with their particular set of 

material relationships, as “free-floating” at the boundary of signification (see also Skogstrand 

2016:88-92).  
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The connections drawn between shamanistic practices in the Migration period and 

polyvocal enactment of gender has been exemplified in the work of Brit Solli (1999; 2008), 

Lotte Motz (1994), and Gry Wiker (2001). These arguments build on the Native American 

Two-Spirit – a collective term for people whose gender is outside the binary of male and female, 

who often have connections with shamanism and healing, with various names, presentation and 

roles specific to each Native group – as well as examples of similar identities from particular 

ethnographically recorded North Asian groups, and historical groups from Europe (Hedeager 

2011:86-89; Meletinsky 1980; Motz1994:594; Pilling 1997). 

While the connection is made between shamanism and polyvocality for the Migration 

period in iconography, literature, and shaped stone, few attempts have been made to understand 

how these enactments and burial contexts may relate. If these depictions describe shamanistic 

practitioners, it would be possible for the way they present to be detectible in burials. There 

may be an artefactual category linking a particular characteristic of iconographic depiction in 

these burials – the hair coiffure set of two flat and one round bone pin, and a comb. I have 

previously argued (Aslesen 2018) that a distinctive hair coiffure is found in the shamanistic 

practitioners depicted on bracteates, variably interpreted as Odin (see figure 8). Gansum 

(2003:206-209) has previously compared this type of iconographic depiction with finds of 

combs in weapons graves and interpreted this hairstyle as a “symbol of male dignity” (my 

translation). However, this hairstyle is not found in any contemporary male depiction, but does 

recur in female depictions on gold foils of the subsequent Merovingian and Viking periods, 

figures which are also argued by some to depict shamanistic practitioners (see figure 10, Bäck 

Danielsson 2002; 2007). It has previously been mentioned that bracteate figures have been 

interpreted as “ambiguous” in terms of gender, presenting multiple types of “gender 

characteristics”, with their bodies also turning into and merging into animal figures (Wiker 

2001). This hairstyle consists of two hair knots, one on either side of the head – which is 

demonstrated by the rare case of figures of this type shown en face. That this is the same 

hairstyle as in iconographic depictions from the Merovingian and Viking periods is shown in 

such en face figures as the Tissø amulet and the Gotlandic “snake witch” (see figure 10). While 

hair is depicted with realism on some of these bracteates, in many cases the hair of the figure 

turns into a bird’s head (see figure 8). In both North America and North Asia shamanism is 

linked to birds, and especially ravens and eagles – particular bird species identified in 

iconography of the Scandinavian Iron Age – where some groups link gender, ravens, and 

shamanism (Hedeager 2011:86-89; Meletinsky 1980; Pilling 1997). In a burial from Sæbø, 

Sunnhordaland, to the south of Hardanger, a Westland cauldron wrapped in birch-bark was 
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found in a small cist, buried in pyre debris, in which bear claws, remains of a comb, and a bone 

plate, gaming pieces, and bird bones were found, as well as a pendant made from a very worn 

solidus of Gratianus (Shetelig 1912:83). Bird-human figures also feature in the Viking Age 

Oseberg tapestry, identified as female by Hedeager (2010:113). The use of bone in these pins 

and combs, as opposed to metal, further relates the hairstyle to animal bodies. Of the 28 

cremation burials in this material, hair coiffure sets are only found within this group of nine. In 

the burial B6227 (described in 6.6), three burials are deposited on top of one another, separated 

by layers of birch bark. Of the three well-preserved burials B6227-I, B6227-II, and B6227-III, 

a textile-tool burial, bear claw burial, and weapons burial respectively, of which the first two 

both contain bone skin scrapers, only B6227-II contains bone pins or combs. A cursory view 

on cremation burials from Sogn to the north of Voss and Hardanger also relate a connection 

between these sets and bear claw cremation burials (see Auestad 1990). 

The objection may be raised by some as to whether the artefactual range in these burials 

do not simply indicate a female presence, due to the prevalence of textile-making tools and hair 

coiffure sets, and the osteological interpretation of some of the skeletons as female. I would 

raise two objections to this. One, the way these skeletons are presented, disarticulated, 

fragmented, intermixed, would suggest, in line with the concept of polyvocality, that applying 

this Cartesian idea of embodiment to these burials would not be appropriate. Two, even if 

adhering to individual, embodied differentiation based on biological determinism, I may refer 

to Brit Solli’s argument that three different genders were associated with magic practice in the 

Icelandic literature – volve (female), seidmann (male), and seidberendr – all of which, but 

especially the first and third, may present “female” in behaviour and dress – the last she 

compares to the NA two-spirit. The enactment of shamanism by multiple differentiated genders 

based in enactment is also known from both North America and North Asia (Solli 2008). If one 

were seeking an equivalent to seidberendr in this material, one might first look at B6807. 

However, to dwell on the endeavour of sexing these bodies would be to undermine the point I 

am making. It presents from the material that all skeletal material within this group was 

associated with the same enactment of material, the same social overcoding. I do not see this as 

a “floating signified” (Fredriksen 2006a:280), but as polyvocal enactment, smooth matter-flow, 

differentiated from striated subjectivation. However, it may have developed a “floating” in-

between-ness within an increasingly striated social context. It may be observed that within 

societies under the circumpolar shamanistic tradition, with a system of polyvocal gender 

coding, these genders exist alongside male and female – but that within a society influenced 
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heavily by Western Christian culture, where traditional belief becomes eroded, genders such as 

those of the two-spirit are increasingly stigmatised (Pilling 1997). 

When identity becomes striated, the smooth – the relational, situational – becomes 

threateningly non-categorised. A process may be observed in the 6th century where, under the 

increasing influence of Christianity on the Continent and the increasing establishment of more 

stable power structures, a change into the social sanctioning of these situationally enacted 

bodies occurs (Fredriksen 2006a; Wiker 2001:61-62). 

 

6.4 Change in the 6th century 

This section discussed the point at which the Face becomes clear – in the 6th century. It 

has been argued that there is a change which occurs in the transition into the 6th century, where 

individual embodiment gains prominence, and the separation of individualised bodies becomes 

more important (Fredriksen 2006a). This can be illustrated by the differences in the two double 

inhumation burials in this material – B11110 and B6658. Early mortuary practices related to 

inhumation burials suggest protracted engagement with the deceased, and the enactment of 

situational forms of expression. B11110 is a burial of two skeletons interpreted through 

osteology as one male and one female, from the transition between the Roman and Migration 

period (Næss 1996:92,152-153). A layer of earth covered the skeletons, which the excavator 

argued was deposited on the skeletons after decomposition (although it should be noted that 

Næss 1996:152 disagrees with this). It was additionally not clear whether the deceased had been 

deposited with soft tissue intact or as skeletons. If they had, then one would have been placed 

partially on top of the other (Næss 1996:152-153). Similar examples of sand, earth or stone 

deposited on the deceased in cists has led some to argue that in these cases fill was deposited 

on the inhumed deceased after a period of time, suggesting a form of excarnation prior to sealing 

of the burial (Næss 1996:92). Finds of cut marks on certain cremated remains examined from 

Eastern Norway (Holck 1986; Østigård 2000) may similarly suggest defleshing of bodies prior 

to cremation. B11110 contained part of half a BSP, a wooden vessel, and an iron knife – little 

to suggest that the deceased were subjectivised in any specific ways, or even that they were 

dressed when deposited. By contrast, the other double inhumation burial from this material, 

B6658 from the 6th century, contained two BSPs, four fibulae, a spearhead, an axe, a short sax, 

two knives, a stone spindle whorl, scissors, and a belt ring with a key. The placement of the 

artefacts suggest that two people were buried with their heads in opposite directions. First one 

body was deposited, associated with the fibulae, belt ring, scissors and one of the knives, 
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artefacts which seem to have been moved to the side after a period of some time to make room 

for the second deposition – associated with the spear, axe and one of the BSPs (Hanisch 

2001:F33). These bodies were not only separated by their differential association with fibulae, 

textile tools and the key on a ring, and weaponry, but attention is paid to their individual 

embodiment, with specific care not to superimpose them. 

What this contrast demonstrates is that in mortuary context, bodies are increasingly 

presented as individuals – embodied subjects with signified identities (cf Fredriksen 2006a). 

The rise of the individual, as Fredriksen (2006a) and Wiker (2001) have already pointed out, 

changes the expression of identity, into something increasingly sanctioned and striated (see also 

Teigen 2014 for analysis of a change from dividual to individual personhood in the early Iron 

Age). The connection between bodies is still present – in the form of double or triple burials – 

but its character has changed. Bodies are delineated from each other, and associated with 

increasingly differentiated sets of artefacts. Additionally, it may be noted that material 

traditionally differentially gendered – belt fittings and girdle stones in combination with skin 

scrapers (B6227-II; B6597), are only found in the two bear claw burials dated to the 6th century 

(D2b). This phenomenon may be compared, although it is a much later example, to an early 

shaman (no’aide) burial from a Viking Age and early Medieval period Sámi burial ground in 

Vivallen, Sweden. Vivallen grave 9, which has been osteologically interpreted male, was 

dressed in “female” objects in the form of fibulae, jewellery, and a needle-case, and “male” 

objects in the form of an elaborate “warrior” belt. The only “true parallell”, according to Neil 

Price, to this belt is from an interpreted völva (female seidr practitioner) burial in Klinta, 

Sweden – a burial which also contained a völva staff with a depiction of a bear-human figure 

(Hedeager 2004:244; Price 2000:227-230). The similarity in shamanistic expression within 

these contexts of striated identity categorisation is striking. 

 

6.5 Biunivocality 

It has been established that arguments have been made that burials are increasingly 

facialised in the 6th century – a period in a process of indiviudalisation under the increasing 

stability of social insititutions – indicated by the rise in weaponry and emphasis of textile-

making tools as their counterpart. This section will delve into more detail on this change, and 

what its connection to changing power structures may be. 

Linstead and Pullen (2006:1295) point out that biunivocality of gender emphasises 

bodily materiality – a body delineated from the immaterial soul – an influence of Christianity. 
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This has been argued to develop in Europe in the later Migration period, associated with the 

institutionalisation of ritual practices, within the hall – controlled by individual leaders (Näsman 

1998:113; Wiker 2001). 

Butler’s insight into the embodied performance of gender within a hegemonic power 

structure may be invoked here. Specifically, that the relationship between gender and stable 

power is one that relates to the ability of institutions of power to control human behaviour 

according to their interests. While the assemblages of power operating in the 6th century of 

Western Norway may not necessarily be named “institutions” as such, changes relate to the idea 

that power is in the 6th century is no longer connected primarily to the nebulous control and 

distribution of valuable material, but to the mobilisation of and control exerted over human 

beings, specifically through social institutions’ appropriation of war (Hedeager 1992; Reid 

2003:58). 

While weapons burials are heavily weighed towards the 6th century, textile-tool burials 

(although increasing slightly in the 6th century) are distributed more evenly across the 4th-6th 

century (which Hjørungdal 1991 relates to female power within lineage structures). However, 

it may be argued that textile-tool burials from the 6th century engage in different relationships 

to ones from earlier periods. The most materially abundant textile-tool burial, B6409 from the 

first half of the 5th century (D1), is the only burial outside the bear claw burial group to contain 

an imported glass vessel, as well as two types of vessel unique in this material (vortekar, 

ceramic cup) in addition to multiple other vessels and multiple items of personal adornment, 

two spindle whorls and an iron weaving batten (possibly also a second, highly disintegrated 

weaving batten), among other things. If one is looking for indications of trade-based power, the 

power to mediate the exchange of prestige goods, this is both most prominent in the 5th century, 

and found in either bear claw burials or, such as B6409, textile-tool burials. It should  

additionally be noted that the only burial with a full weapons set dated prior to D2b is the one 

burial with a sword sheath decorated with gold and gilded silver appliqué (B6349), although it 

contains few artefacts beside weaponry (Næss 1996:157-158) 

The material abundance in B6409 can be seen within the context of the unstable power 

structure of a group-oriented society (Deleuze and Guattari 2013:416; Hedeager 1992:173). In 

the following century, the display of imported and abundant material fades, both in terms of 

metal or glass vessels, and jewellery such as beads and finger-rings. Fredriksen (2006a:276) 

interprets this change as indication that concern shifted from social prestige signalling to social 

reproduction – that goods and favours were exchanged among the living elite, with diminished 

need for mortuary display. I slightly differently argue that this change is linked to a shift in how 
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power is enacted in burial – that it communicates the ability to enact power over human beings, 

rather than the distribution of goods. 

Instruments of violence are in our culture commonly thought of as the ultimate 

expressions of power. Power is, however, what comes about when people come together to act 

– the ability to enact change, and the ability to restrict and enable behaviour. Violence, on the 

other hand, is instrumental. There is a false assumption that the enactment of violence is a form 

of power, and that display of instruments of violence equates to power (Deleuze and Guattari 

2013:416-418; Arendt 1970). As Hannah Arendt argues (1970), power and violence are not 

equivalents, but opposites – absolute power means no need for violence, and absolute violence 

means no power to control it. 

Deleuze and Guattari (2013; Reid 2003:71) similarly argue that war is exterior to the 

institutional powers of a striated society. But, they argue, these powers appropriate war as an 

extension of the institution. The thing to take from Arendt’s perspective and Deleuze and 

Guattari’s is that violence does not in itself generate power, and is exterior to it – but it may 

indicate the presence of regulatory powers which mobilise violence, falsely casting war as an 

extension of itself (Hedeager 1992:86-87). 

What can be seen in the case of weapons burials, is that they appear in regular types – 

especially in the display of sets. This would suggest that some form of regulatory power exists 

which determines the form and content, as well as access to, weaponry and its associated 

knowledge, as well as these instruments of violence’s engagement in conflict. Looking at the 

increasingly prevalent material these instruments of violence co-occur with in time – textile-

making tools – one may argue that textile-making tools are engaged in the same realms of 

material expression. It has previously been remarked that weaving battens, and potentially 

textile tools in general, have an association with warfare and control over the proceedings of 

violent conflict (Enright 1990). Beyond evoking the shape of a sword, certain iron weaving 

battens have been argued to be made from re-purposed swords. A burial from Nornes, in the 

neighbouring county of Sogn og Fjordane, shows damascing – a characteristic rippling and 

mottling effect of steel used in sword-making – and a burial from Holum, Leikanger, also in 

Sogn og Fjordane, contained a weaving batten with a blood groove. There are two weaving 

battens in this study, both made of iron, from B6409 from D1 and B6227-I from D2b. Both 

burials with weaving battens are well-preserved inhumations, with layers of birch bark placed 

underneath the deceased, containing additional textile- and leathermaking tools. Both of the 

burials from Sogn og Fjordane are dated to D2b, and similarly to the burials with weaving 

battens in this material, B6409 and B6227-I, are inhumations. Similar refences to swords in 
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weaving battens are known from material found in what is now France and Britain. 

Additionally, certain weaving battens found in what is now Germany have sword grips (Hanisch 

2001:80; Kristoffersen 2000:355-359).  

Textile tools are in iconography from the latter part of the early Iron Age (Enright 1990; 

Kristoffersen 2000) associated with women and divination, and are in literary sources such as 

Beowulf and the Icelandic sagas, written down later, associated with women, divination and 

violence (Enright 1990:65-66; Hanisch 2001:79). In Beowulf, Queen Wealhtheow is referred to 

as a “peace-weaver” (line 697; Enright 1988:189; Hanisch 2001:79 with references). A passage 

in Njålssaga refers to a “battle-loom” where valkyries weave the outcome of a conflict. The 

loom has human intestines for weft and warp, weighed with human heads, spears as heddle-

rods, an arrow for shuttle, and a sword for a beater. The particular battle described dates to 

1014, written down c. 1280 (Enright 1988:66; Hanisch 2001:79). The dating of Beowulf is 

contentious, but an estimate of the 8th century at the earliest for the text itself is conventional. 

The manuscript is dated to between the 10th or 11th century (Neidorf 2016). Clearly, both are 

later, and the comparison cannot be made directly or uncritically. However, the persistence of 

weaving tools in burial contexts of the early and late Iron Age, and the connection made 

between conflict, power and weaving present in Beowulf and Njålssaga, is interesting when 

juxtaposed with the material – the iron weaving battens in particular (see Hjørungdal 1991:101-

106 for a similar argument). 

Regarding the purported Lady of the House and the use of weaving battens to evoke this 

role, it can be noted that while two of the three burials in this material containing keys (all of 

which are from D2b, the time when this role is regarded to become salient) fall into the textile-

tool group, there is no connection to weaving battens, elaborate or import vessels or other items 

which would give a material basis to the activities or symbolic role of the Lady of the House 

(Enright 1988; Kristoffersen 2000:134). 

It is argued that weaving battens, in combination with the ubiquity of spindle whorls in 

burials, bear some relationship to weaving in the metaphorical or ritual context referenced in 

Beowulf and Njålssaga, specifically related to violent conflict. This is not, as Hanisch interprets, 

the evocation of swords in iron weaving battens as part of the female elité ideal to exhibit certain 

“masculine traits”, which he refers to as the “honorary male phenomenon” (Hanisch 2001:80-

81), but a de-territorialisation and re-territorialisation of bodies as signifiers of power in a time 

of change, made individual, gendered subjects – which may be argued to increasingly become 

identified with a binary gender structure, based on the skeletal identification of B8588 and 

B6473, the literary association of textile tools with gendered roles, and the rise in the material 
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at hand of a dual mortuary expression. The relationship between this form of expression and an 

understanding of biunivocal sexes cannot, however, be securely commented on, due to only 

two burials in the material being sexed through skeletal material, although these two burials 

would underpin such an interpretation. The only thing that can be firmly stated is that 

embodiment is augmented. The polyvocal, the smooth, is now being striated by the emergent 

social powers. 

 

6.6 B6227 – striating the smooth 

Iconography of the periods succeeding the Migration period, the Merovingian period 

and Viking Age, depict individual human and animal, and human-animal, figures. Unlike what 

Hedeager (2010) has recently argued, in an analysis which converges early and late Iron Age 

iconography, I do not see that these can be referred to by the collective term split bodies. In the 

centuries after the Migration period bodies may appear as boar-human or bird-human, as she 

presents, but they always appear as an individual unitary being, and the difference in this from 

the polyvocal depictions from earlier periods is significant. In the transitional period between 

the Migration and Merovingian periods (see figure 10), the disarticulation in iconography is 

emphasised to the point of obscuring any recognisable figures – argued to be linked to the social 

sanctioning of previous bracteate iconography (see figure 9, Wiker 2001). A relating transition 

in burial practices, the striation of smooth material expression, may be found in the burial 

B6227, which directly relates textile-tool, bear claw, and weapons burials to each other. 

Colloquially named “Byrkjehaugen” (see figure 11), B6227 is a well-preserved triple 

burial from D2b, with three separate deposits on top of one another in the same cist. It is dated 

based on the BSPs in each of them, which place them temporally close together, around the 

middle of the 6th century. The lowermost burial (B6227-I) is an inhumation with a glass bead, 

an iron weaving batten, a bone skin-scraper, a BSP, resin luting from a wooden vessel, textile 

and birch bark remains, and human skeletal remains. In the middle is a cremation patch burial 

(B6227-II), the richest artefactually of the three. Of personal adornment was found five silver 

buttons for a plate clasp, a silver ring, an oval buckle and other belt fittings, to ornamented bone 

combs, to flat bone pins. Among the more heavily fire-damaged artefacts were remains of 

several fibulae, a thick ring, and several fittings. Tools found were an ornamented skin-scraper, 

a clay spindle whorl, an oval girdle stone, a whetstone with signs of fire-striking. A bead-

decorated BSP, 60 clinchnails and 12 nails were also found, along with 10 complete and 5 

fragmented bear claws, and skeletal remains of Canis familiaris, and Homo sapiens, possibly a 
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young woman, with B. Getz suggesting there may be multiple individuals among the remains. 

Additionally, some bones among the remains could not be determined. The topmost burial 

(B6227-III), an inhumation, contained a leaf-shaped spear with remains of the wooden shaft 

attached, a knife with remains of the wooden handle, textile remains and a bone rusted into it, 

iron awl with wooden handle, a round-oval girdle stone, a bead-decorated BSP, the bottom of 

a wooden box, remains of wood and birch-bark, as well as uncremated skeletal remains of 

Homo sapiens. Similarly to B11110, these burials were placed on top of each other, but unlike 

B11110 they were separated, by layers of birch bark. Similarly to the double burial at Nordre 

Birkeland, B6658, B6227-I and B6227-III were placed with their heads in opposite directions. 

“Scattered” in the mound finds were also made of burnt bone and charcoal which are interpreted 

by Næss as indication of ritual activity in erecting the mound. Especially, she mentions a layer 

of charcoal at the bottom of the mound outside the inner cairn, which contained one bear claw 

and otherwise indeterminate bones – likely, this was also a burial. Scattered in the mound were 

additionally sherds of a ceramic vessel, a fire-striking stone, and uncremated remains of Equus 

and Ovis (Næss 1996:138-139; Shetelig 1912:90-104). B6227 is not unique. Kristoffersen and 

Østigård (2006:118-119) cite a highly similar triple burial from Hove, Vik, Sogn og Fjordane, 

to the north of Byrkjehaugen, also from D2b, where a burial with fibulae, a belt ring, and keys 

deposited first, then a bear claw burial with multiple skeletons, comb, and bone pins, and then 

a weapons burial on top of these. 

There are no written sources in the 4th-6th century CE in Norway, but reference is 

frequently made to the later Icelandic sources. In the Icelandic literature, written down in the 

post-Christianised Medieval period but thought to, to some extent, describe the Viking period, 

the soul or self is divided into many composite parts (Hedeager 2010:116). Simultaneously, in 

the literature, gender non-conforming behaviour is portrayed as socially taboo. This is 

particularly apparent in the mythological text Lokasenna, where Loki berates Odin for dressing 

“in a witch´s (völva) guise” to perform magic, implying that this is unmanly (arg) behaviour 

(Hedeager 2011:117,132-133; Solli 2008:203-206; Wiker 2001:64-65). Here, within a strongly 

hierarchal society, smooth, situational expression relating to gender is antagonised, because it 

falls between the striated categories of biunivocality. The argument is made that these written 

sources cannot be used to describe the 4th-6th century, but to describe a set of processes which 

eventually culminates in what the written sources describe. They describe a world in which 

expressions of polyvocality exist, but are in some way stigmatised. By the existence of these 

expressions, their relationship to the performance of shamanism, and the parallels they bear to 

diverse gender configuration within the circumpolar shamanistic tradition, it can be argued that 
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there was a point in time where they became socially sanctioned, by the danger it posed to the 

subjectivised body (Hedeager 2011:131-134). Wiker (2001) argues that this process becomes 

visible in the 6th century by the disappearance of shamanistic imagery from gold bracteates. It 

is argued in this dissertation that burials displaying shamanistic characteristics are most 

conspicuously displayed in the 5th century, and into the 6th century become increasingly defined 

by oppositional artefactual imagery, placed in liminal relation between increasingly 

subjectivised male and female bodies, and eventually disappearing. This occurs at the point in 

time where the signification of specific male and female artefact constellations becoming more 

salient, their bodies placed, sometimes quite literally, opposite one another. It draws on forms 

of expression that already existed within mortuary contexts, striating possibilities of expression, 

emphasising them as tools of domination over the non-subjectivised.  
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Figure 8 – Iconography of gold bracteates, from top left: A bracteate from Fure, Bjergøy, Norway (Hauck 

et al. 1986:X,39), Grei-Götte B bracteates from Faxe, Denmark (51,1 b, 1 and 51,1 b, 2) and Killerup, Denmark 

(51, 2 b) (Hauck et al. 1985:XI,59), Götte Eber A bracteate from Bjørnerud, Vestfold, Norway (Hauck et al. 

1985:X,27), C bracteate from Bjørnsholm, Jutland, Denmark (Hauck et al. 1985:X,27). 
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Figure 9 – D bracteates, (Mackeprang 1952:pl. 18) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10 – Merovingian and Viking Age iconography, from top left – Amulet found by the lake Tissø, 

Zealand, Denmark. It has been interpreted to depict a Valkyrie or Freyja (Arwill-Nordbladh 2012:47). Gold foil 

pair from Blekinge, Sweden. Photo taken by Max Jahrehorn, Blekinge Museum, 

(https://forskning.no/arkeologi/2013/11/gullfunn-avslorer-jernaldersenter), the motif from a 5th/6th c. picture 

stone from Smiss, Gotland, popularly referred to as the “snake-witch” (Price 2004:222; Ringstad 2015:154)  

https://forskning.no/arkeologi/2013/11/gullfunn-avslorer-jernaldersenter
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Figure 11 – Drawing of the three successive burials in “Byrkjehaugen” – B6227 – the topmost drawing showing 

the three contexts’ relationship, the middle showing B6227-III, the lowermost showing B6227-I (Shetelig 1912:96) 
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Chapter 7 – Conclusions 

What can be extracted from this study of gender in burials surrounding the Hardanger 

fjord from the 4th-6th century CE? 

Firstly, that the bifurcation of the mortuary material of this timespan is not reflected in 

an analysis which places primacy on the similar and different material engagements in this area. 

Binary categorisation of gender, rather, directs interpretation in specific ways that obscures the 

differential material engagements of a given artefact category in mortuary contexts, and restrict 

the ability of archaeologists to examine systems of gender intelligibility different from our own. 

Any possibility of diversity is defined outward from binary categories, in a way which restricts 

even the possibility of viewing this diversity as legitimate expression of gender. Certain 

concepts are continuously reproduced within archaeological discourse which binds material 

with narrowly defined identity, that cannot be escaped within a context that places primacy on 

these identities, even when qualified by theoretical acknowledgment of gender diversity. This 

binarization, further, actualises an historically situated understanding of gender as universal. 

The stability of the concepts created within archaeology must be placed continuously 

under question, and DeleuzoGuattarian theory provides that. We attempt within archaeology to 

generate knowledge about the past, but everything exists only now. When anchoring 

understanding of reality in defined forms of social coding, it cannot be escaped that temporal 

reality is defined by irreversible and continuous change. This leads to two points. One is that 

we can only ever generate concepts about what the past might have been, and never act as 

though we are discovering how the past was (Moen 2019a:10; see Deleuze and Guattari 1994 

for a similar argument regarding philosophy). Accepting that, we are unable to adhere to stable 

or dogmatic concepts. Two is that we must interpret gender in ways that integrate processes. I 

have attempted to interpret one such process, one that cannot be defined by the structures of 

identification that we recognise today, but one that may ultimately terminate in it.   

Secondly, engaging with archaeological material through multiplicities, rather than by 

fitting them into pre-existing identities, does produce a more flexible and robust interpretive 

process, because meaning is not pre-determined. New lines of flight are enacted by this process, 

leading to new forms of knowledge production, and new ways of understanding the material. 

Based on these new forms of engagement with the material, I conclude that binary gender 

categorisation does not meaningfully describe the gender construction of 4th-6th century in 

Voss and Hardanger, and that gender (and identity, more widely) is enacted along multiple axes. 

There are, further, three clear overcodings within the clustering of this material – one connected 
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to bear claws, one connected to weaponry, and one connected to textile-making tools. The early 

part of the period in question, the 4th-5th century, is defined by a wider polyvocal and 

situational engagement with material culture and human bodies, where individualisation is not 

emphasised – it may even be argued to be negated. These polyvocal, smooth planes of 

expression, widely observed in the 4th-5th century and most intensely expressed in bear claw 

burials, are slowly overtaken by the striation of biunivocal expression, in the form of textile-

tool and weapons burials. In the 6th century the formation of these mutually exclusive domains 

of gender expression relate to formulation of the individualised mortuary subject – the 

increasing concern with embodiment and differentiated semiotics of identification – which 

connect to a changing political landscape of increasingly stable individualised power (see 

Fredriksen 2006a; Næsman 1998; Wiker 2001). The triple burial B6227 may indicate the 

attempt to re-territorialise the bear claw burial, interpreted as a shaman’s burial, in a new 

context, as negotiation of a “third gender” within a more rigidly signified gender construction. 

Lastly, it can be observed that there are many areas of study related to the mortuary 

contexts of the early Iron Age of Norway that would benefit from further exploration within a 

framework based on difference – not least of which is the variation and change in depositional 

practices, as well as the situational enactment of material relationships augmented, but not 

thoroughly discussed, in this dissertation.  The situational enactment of and protracted 

engagement with bodily substances has been studied previously (e.g. Fredriksen 2006a; 

Kristoffersen and Østigård 2006; Mansrud 2004; 2006; 2008; Østigård 2000; 2006), but their 

perspectives are variously limited by an engagement with the material that extends from a 

viewpoint of the embodied individual as given or the default. 

Of course, the assertion that the present overlays the past endures within the 

interpretation I have proposed. However, the argument is made that as opposed to seeing 

mortuary contexts outward from signifying entities, the differential relationships bodies and 

material categories enact may be more meaningfully engaged with by understanding based in 

difference. And, further, this resists the casting of modern binary understanding of biological 

sex and cultural gender as universal. 
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APPENDIX I 

Period Museum no. 
External 
architecture 

Internal 
architecture Treatment 

Cremation 
type Gendered as/os Municipality Literature 

C3 B4985 mound no frame cremation 
cremation 
patch indet - Odda 

Fett 1955a:7; 
Hanisch 
2001:F65 

C3 B5638 mound cist inhumation - female as Granvin 

Fett 
1956b:33-34; 
Hanisch 
2001:F14 

C3 
B742-44,49-
50 mound cist inhumation - female as Voss 

Fett 1956c:16; 
Næss 
1996:144-146 

C3 B10799 flat grave cist inhumation - male as Eidfjord 

Fett 
1956b:18-19; 
Hanisch 
2001:F7 

C3/D1 B6714 mound no frame cremation 
cremation 
patch indet - Voss 

Fett 1956c:38-
39; Næss 
1996:159 

C3/D1 B7373 mound cist inhumation - female as Voss 

Fett 1956c:13-
14; Næss 
1996:143-144 

C3/D1 B11110 flat grave cist inhumation - 
1 male, 1 
female os Voss 

Næss 
1996:152-153 

C3/D1 B11623 flat grave cist inhumation - indet - Voss 

Fett 1956c:35; 
Næss 
1996:156-157 

C3/D1 B13141 mound no frame cremation 
cremation 
patch indet - Odda 

Hanisch 
2001:F57 

D1 B379,B1538 mound cist inhumation - indet - Odda 

Fett 1954b:4-
5; Hanisch 
2001:F55 

D1 B4207 mound cist cremation 

cleaned, 
cremated 
bone in 
Westland 
cauldron female os Jondal 

Fett 1954c:10; 
Hanisch 
2001:F21; 
Shetelig 
1912:82-84 

D1 B4920 mound cist cremation 
cremation 
patch female as Voss 

Fett 1956c:32-
33; Næss 
1996:154-155 

D1 B5707 flat grave no frame inhumation - female as Voss 

Fett 1956c:32-
33; Næss 
1996:155 

D1 B6349 mound cist inhumation - male as Voss 

Fett 1956c:35-
36; Næss 
1996:157-159 

D1 B6409 mound cist inhumation - female as Ullensvang 

Fett 
1954d:12-13; 
Hanisch 
2001:F87; 
Shetelig 
1912:117-121 

D1 B6807 mound no frame cremation 
cremation 
patch female as Kvam 

Fett 1954a:11; 
Hanisch 
2001:F34 

D1 B6919 mound cist inhumation - female as Voss 

Fett 1956c:13-
14; Næss 
1996:143 
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D1 B9373 mound cist inhumation - male as Voss 

Fett 1956c:24-
25; Næss 
1996:149-151 

D1 B12368 mound cist inhumation - indet - Ullensvang 
Hanisch 
2001:F75 

D1/D2a B732-33 mound cist inhumation - indet - Voss 

Fett 1956c:11; 
Næss 
1996:142 

D1/D2a B4338 mound cist cremation 
cremation 
patch indet - Kvam 

Fett 1954c:12; 
Hanisch 
2001:F24 

D1/D2a B5639 mound cist inhumation - male as Voss 

Fett 1956c:23-
24; Næss 
1996:148 

D1/D2a B5733 flat grave cist inhumation - female as Ullensvang 

Fett 1954d:5; 
Hanisch 
2001:F84 

D1/D2a B5768 mound cist cremation uncertain indet - Granvin 

Fett 
1956b:31-32; 
Hanisch 
2001:F19 

D1/D2a B6475 mound cist cremation 
cremation 
patch female as Voss 

Fett 1956c:6-
7; Næss 
1996:135-136 

D1/D2a 

B7607-I 

mound 

no frame inhumation - indet - 

Voss 

Fett 1956c:8; 
Næss 
1996:136-137; 
Kristoffersen 
2000:343 B7607-II cist inhumation - female as 

D1/D2a B8200 mound cist cremation 
cremation 
patch indet - Ullensvang 

Fett 
1954d:27; 
Hanisch 
2001:F78 

D1/D2a B8791 mound cist inhumation - indet - Voss 

Fett 1956c:4; 
Næss 
1996:131-132 

D2a B3542 mound cist inhumation - indet - Kvam 

Fett 1954c:13; 
Hanisch 
2001:F40 

D2a/D2b B4156 mound cut cremation 
cremation 
patch indet - Voss 

Fett 1956c:15-
16; Næss 
1996:144 

D2a/D2b B8588 mound cist inhumation - male os Voss 

Fett 1956c:4-
5; Næss 
1996:132-133 

D2b 
B739-
41,46,51 mound uncertain inhumation - male as Voss 

Fett 1956c:16; 
Næss 
1996:144-146 

D2b B3675 mound cut inhumation - male as Voss 

Fett 1956c:28 
(mistakenly 
listed as 
B3670); Næss 
1996:152 

D2b B4376 mound cist inhumation - indet - Voss 

Fett 
1956c:13Næss 
1996:143 

D2b B4923-II mound cist cremation 
cremation 
patch  indet  Eidfjord 

Fett 
1956b:16; 
Hanisch 
2001:F9 
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D2b B5407 mound no frame inhumation - male as Voss 

Fett 1956c:40; 
Næss 
1996:160 

D2b B5637 mound cist inhumation - female as Voss 

Fett 1956c:34; 
Næss 
1996:155 

D2b B5693 mound cist cremation 

cleaned, 
white bones, 
no vessel indet - Voss 

Fett 1956c:12; 
Næss 
1996:141 

D2b B5873 mound cist cremation 

cleaned, 
cremate 
bone with 
handled 
vessel 
turned over 
them male as Granvin 

Fett 
1956b:31-32; 
Hanisch 
2001:F17; 
Shetelig 
1912:85-87 

D2b 

B6227-I 

mound cist 

inhumation - female as 

Voss 

Fett 1956c:8-
9; 
Kristoffersen 
and Østigård 
2006:116-118; 
Næss 
1996:138-139; 
Shetelig 
1912:90-104 

B6227-II cremation 
cremation 
patch indet - 

B6227-III inhumation - male as 

D2b B6473 mound cist inhumation - male os Voss 

Fett 1956c:6-
7; Næss 
1996:135 

D2b B6474 mound cist inhumation - female as Voss 

Fett 1956c:6-
7: Næss 
1996:134-135; 
Kristoffersen 
2000:342-343 

D2b B6597 mound no frame cremation 

pyre debris 
in Westland 
cauldron, 
sitting on 
cremation 
patch female as Ullensvang 

Fett 
1954d:14; 
Hanisch 
2001:F86 

D2b B6658 flat grave no frame inhumation - 
1 male, 1 
female as Kvam 

Fett 1954a:7; 
Hanisch 
2001:F33 

D2b B6809 mound cist inhumation - female as Kvam 

Fett 1954a:15; 
Hanisch 
2001:F48; 
Kristoffersen 
2000:342 

D2b B6899 mound cist cremation 
cremation 
patch female as Kvam 

Fett 
1954a:20-
21;Hanisch 
2001:F27; 
Kristoffersen 
2000:340 

D2b B7145 mound cist 
Inhumation 
(?) - female as Voss 

Fett 1956c:31; 
Næss 
1996:153-154 

D2b B7190 mound cist inhumation - male os Voss 

Fett 1956c:37; 
Næss 
1996:159; 
Kristoffersen 
2000:343 
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D2b B9608 mound cist inhumation - male as Voss 

Fett 1956c:17; 
Næss 
1996:146 

D2b B9995 mound cist inhumation - male as Voss 

Fett 1956c:11; 
Næss 
1996:141 

D2b B10299 mound cist cremation 
cremation 
patch  indet - Voss 

Fett 1956c:12; 
Næss 
1996:142-143 

D2b B14491 mound no frame inhumation - male as Voss 

Fett 1956c:11; 
Kristoffersen 
and Østigård 
2006:119-120; 
Randers 1988 

D2b B14492 mound cist cremation 
cremation 
patch female as Voss 

Fett 1956c:11; 
Kristoffersen 
and Østigård 
2006:119-120; 
Randers 1989 

D B5859 flat grave cist inhumation - male as Kvam 

Fett 1954a:8; 
Hanisch 
2001:F38 

D B6808 mound cist inhumation - male as Kvam 

Fett 1954a:15; 
Hanisch 
2001:F47 

D B7608 mound cist cremation 

Cleaned 
bones in cist 
fill indet - Voss 

Fett 1956c:5; 
Næss 
1996:133-134 

D B7837 mound cist inhumation - male as Granvin 

Fett 
1956b:39-40; 
Hanisch 
2001:F13 

C3/D B124,125,388 mound cist cremation urn burial male as Ullensvang 

Fett 
1954d:22; 
Hanisch 
2001:F70 

C3/D B351-53 mound cist cremation 

pyre debris 
in 
disintegrated 
wooden 
vessel indet - Voss 

Fett 1956c:4-5 
Næss 
1996:132 

C3/D B4923-I mound no frame cremation 
cremation 
patch male as Eidfjord 

Fett 
1956b:16; 
Hanisch 
2001:F9 

C3/D B4984 mound no frame cremation 
cremation 
patch  male os Odda 

Fett 1955a:7; 
Hanisch 
2001:F63 

C3/D B6763 mound no frame cremation 

white 
cremated 
bones 
scattered in 
earth-filled 
cist female as Granvin 

Fett 
1956b:31; 
Hanisch 
2001:F18 

C3/D B8904-10503 mound no frame cremation 
cremation 
patch male as Ullensvang 

Fett 
1954d:12-13; 
Hanisch 
2001:F91 

Appx. I – An overview of the internal and external architecture, mortuary treatment, and sexing/gendering of each 

burial discussed in this dissertation, whether this sexing/gendering is based on artefacts (as) or osteology (os), what 

municipality each burial was found in, and their associated literature. 
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APPENDIX II 

Period C3 C3/D1 D1 D1/D2a D2a D2a/D2b D2b D C37D1 

total no of burials 4 5 10 10 1 2 24 4 6 

BSP 5 8 11 9 1 5 23 2 8 

handled vessel 0 1 5 2 0 0 4 0 2 

wooden vessel 0 2 3 2 0 1 6 1 1 

vessel other 2 0 8 0 0 0 1 0 2 

crossheaded fibula 0 0 1 6 0 0 2 0 0 

fibula other 2 0 1 1 0 0 15 0 0 

bone pin 0 0 7 0 0 0 2 0 2 

metal pin 1 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 

comb 0 0 5 2 0 0 6 1 1 

bead 1 1 45 5 0 0 5 0 0 

clasp 0 1 2 6 0 0 12 0 0 

buckle 0 0 1 1 0 1 5 2 0 

belt fittings 0 0 1 0 0 1 3 0 0 

sword 1 0 2 0 0 0 3 1 0 

spear 0 0 3 2 0 0 14 3 0 

arrow 0 0 2 2 0 0 15 4 2 

shield 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 

axe 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 

knife 2 1 3 3 1 3 11 1 0 

spindle 1 1 7 1 0 0 7 0 0 

weaving batten 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 

sewing needle 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

skin-scraper 0 0 1 0 0 0 3 0 1 

gaming pieces 0 0 10 5 0 0 0 0 0 

girdle stone 0 0 0 0 0 1 4 0 7 

fire-steel 0 0 2 0 0 1 2 0 1 

whetstone 1 0 1 0 0 1 8 0 1 

scissors 0 0 1 0 0 1 5 0 0 

tweezers 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 

key 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 
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bear claws 0 0 15 11 0 0 26 3 8 

miscellaneous 7 3 14 5 3 0 31 3 10 

Appx. II – The counts of the 31 artefact types utilised in the cluster analysis, with the addition of the total count 

and the category miscellaneous, which was disregarded from the cluster analysis, giving an overview of their 

temporal distribution. 


